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Women reclaiming and healing our peoples our lands our lives
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? York elections. Men on one team. Women on the other• • •

I Uh, that would be forty-one to four
by Doug Sounders campaigning, without using posters. President: a four-way race features Nikki

!^smsmwsmSo allow **** bannertwtwo.” and the Federation of Foreign Students. Clubs

■ JL..«uZZl»^L
v,n„,_ „mvtiving ,

, ,■ Ihree of his candidacies oq Monday and is now Paal Brie.», who „„ fo, U,= sme potirion V 
.oo, youPkn„wr SM**’1-'—last yearand is involved with (he Italian Club;

r£r,in1“ri-^rU*rYFS; wanted to keep my options open," said ?

S^rora’ce'f SLtBergson, who said he chose equality and social cuirently YFS councillor for theCrearive/qti l
no„„=edL„f^essTr;utr S”H“ruldfaceon,yonew)- s“-“ias—“»

,i rrrXTii Lœ,=todiüonaUy maie-dcminaPlaîmof student Infumari said ^J| flf “ science sSJ^th a dei^faliiolo 

“Obviously i, hasn’t worked,” Bono»# • The YFS appe^b^divided »&* «**? “June ,
-“3fer Ï

M’s one-p=,»lrlr»= VP-Internal: a iriple-heade, fe,luring Tony 

[S have formed: JJ®“”llo’a fourth-year math student, Grant
‘ * t), Chris Waghom Wagman, Varner councillor and former YFS 

ind social Speaker, and Jeff Zoeller, current president of 
Éfe Cibic Winters council.

^together on a

Bagley, chair of the Student Intramural Recre
ational Council; Chris Eecklor, senator and 
member of Founders council; and Cindy 
Reeves, former editor of the Bethune Lexicon. 
Faculty of Arts Senators: the Faculty of Arts 
has eleven seats on the York senate. The fol
lowing sixteen students arecorapetina for them- 
Faisal Ali, Jerry Catena, Sameh Darwish, 
Michael EricDobsonVohrkMdor,Afzal 

Hussam, Wayne HazcU,Sam Husami.Javed

E

J.
Ti

W
Weir.

■ Board df
: the itisÿ,

: directly elected student repre-

TttSXzæiZ
“* K6an, Adam K. Szweras, Ade Tho-

las

YFS Councillors: The following people 
acclaimed to YFS council positions: Rebecca 
Carman for Bethune councillor; Rhys Bow
man for Faculty of Education Student Associa
tion councillor; Jim Ball for McLaughlin 
councillor; Mark Joseph McTaggart for Stong 
councillor.
The following positions remain empty: 
Atkinson councillors (2), Bethune councillor 
(1), Calumet councillors (2), Faculty of Educa- 
tion Student Association councillor (1),

---------------- Tobin-West (president), Ron Boris Cibic- most recently president of the Founders councillors (2), McLaughlin council-
(external), Tony Tumillo (internal) York NDP, and Ron Stubbings, a fourth-year lors (2), Osgoode councillors (2), Stong

Other notable features in this veer’selection Paul Brienza (finance) have joined forces arts student. cillor ( 1 ), Vanier councillors (2), Winters coun
race- what they describe as a “moderate” coalition. cillors (2).
• Three candidates — Georee Sanche™ Den u ,u ^ , , w Board of Governors: One of the two student Also still open are the positions of Faculty of
nis Garces and Grant Wagman__sav thev’ 11 be ÜT ï® candlf*es for ^ March 10-n *fats on York’s all-powerful Board is open. Fine Arts senator andCHR Y (105.5 FM) Board

g y y be student government elections: Competing for this two-year position are Mike of Directors representative.

were
said on Friday, “although a couple of the women *nl° *rcc. ®if 
who did run told me they were influenced by a^orerncnt'one 
the posters.” have ni

The lack of nominees for council positions J®1 . 30(1 ®
follows a year where attenÉÉfce at councS”
r;q8rrrroms,i8h",itev6,osH6My^»D^(=,«.

less

Four council positions - 
McLaughlin and Stong colleges 
ulty of Education Student Assodl 
won by acclamation. The other lois

ansru* ( sayfe Fac- 
- were

VP-External: a head-to-head battle betweeni§j

| coun-

CIAU WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONSHIP 25TH ANNIVERSARY FESTIVAL WFFK CHAMPIONNAT FEMININ DE VOLLEY-BALL DE L’USIC MlmlV Cn0Mn T rCd * * VAL WttK
I

Va Pre-Tournament EventsVa TAIT FKENZIE CENTRE 
UNIVERSITE YORK UNIVERSITY

MARCH12,13 414,1992
Monday, March 9

"TUNE UP FOR SUMMER"
INTRAMURAL SNOW VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT

Courtyard, northwest corner of Student Centre 
11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.DODGE

cl mo
OhuthO

)Vj Tuesday, March 10
INTRAMURAL SNOW VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT 

SEMI FINALS - TSN COVERAGE *
Courtyard, northwest corner of Student Centre

11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Wednesday, March 11
INTRAMURAL SNOW VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT 

CHAMPIONSHIP/MEDIA CHALLENGEW ■ 1/
Courtyard, northwest corner of Student Centre 

11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m./
s.

¥imim ▼

Tournament ScheduleWARNKK-S

GOLD • -

Thursday, March 12 
Session 1

Game 1 12:00 p.m. • Game 2 2:00 p.m. 
Session 2

Game 3 6:00 p.m. • Game 4 8:00 p.m. (York)
C/A&US/Î

Friday, March 13 
Session 3

Game 5 12:00 p.m. • Game 6 2:00 p.m. 
Session 4

Game 7 6:00 p.m. • Game 8 8:00 p.m.

G

h
■:i; 7

TICKETS NOW ON SALE!MiJlihuK
Saturday, March 14

Game 9 12:00 p.m. • Game 10 2:00 p.m. 
Game 11 (Bronze Medal) 4:00 p.m. 
Game 12 (Gold Medal) 7:30 p.m.

YORK STUDENTS WITH in

Session $2 • Day $3 • Tournament $5
302 Tail McKenzie



Black students slam security with ID on their chests i
by Jeannine Amber are wearing their I.D. cards on strings Castle. tor, said the officer who questioned The officers had received training ▼

According to Castle, the university the students acted inappropriately. in race relations, Magee said. He said 
Roger Young, one of the organiz- has a policy of being accessible to the “He was entirely wrong in the York’s race and ethnic relations of- ^

eral others are orga- ers, said they just want to make sure general public. Security normally gets action he took. The officer’s super- fleer Chet Singh gave them a two- cr
uizing a public cam- people are aware of the situation. involved only “if the non-community visor believes he was wrong also,” hour seminar.
paign after an inci- “We are making flyers stating what member is causing a problem, but in Magee said. But Singh corrected, “I didn’t do 5

dent Monday involving York Secu- happened and reasons why people this case there was nothing going on,” Magee saidhe spoke to the officer, training. I did a seminar about the ®j 
rity and three Black students on cam- should be concerned.” he said. _ who recognized he was wrong. Race and Ethnic Relations Centre.” j

Another student working on the Castle said he has never had Magee said that other than the Singh said he will be working with ^
Dwayne Morgan said he and two campaign, Jacen Brathwaite, added, problems with non-students in the verbal reprimand he didn’t feel the security in the future to design an 5

other students were talking at the rail “This could extend not only to Black building during the day. officer should be disciplined. “He’s a “appropriate” program for educating *
on the Student Centre’s third floor people but to homosexual people, or Don Magee, York Security direc- good officer,” said Magee. officers on race issues,
when Security approached them and people with long hair. It’s not only a 
demanded identification, with no Black thing.” 
other explanation but that the students 
looked “young.”

When

ne student is filing around their necks, 
complaints and sev-o -5

pus.

State of emergency" caled draconian//
“What if I was walking to my car 

late at night and an officer asked for
the students refused (“on my I.D., and no one was around and u jennjfer ym 

principle,” Morgan explained), the the situation got out of hand?” ques- 
officers called in a back-up team, tioned Young.

student affairs, agreed with Arthurs, individuals, moved from residence, 
“The amendment was imposed partly or asked to agree to medical or psy-

Activist groups are outraged after the because the university has seen an chiatric assessment all without a
universitydeclareda“temporary state increase in disruptive behaviour by formal hearing, 
of emergency” in a move to gain students.” Hopkins said that the presidential
tighter control over student behav- But neither Arthurs nor Hopkins regulation prior to the amendment 
iour. would cite any of the “disruptive” or was “inadequate.”

In January York President Harry “harassment” incidents which moti- 
Arthurs amended Presidential Regu- vated the amendment, 
lation number two, which outlines a

As Morgan asked, “Of the hundred 
Elissa Horscroft, vice-presidentfor people on the landing, why were we 

equality at the York student federa- singled out? I guess that’s the ques
tion, said the incident was like “se- tion.”

Rob Castle, general manager ofcurity was setting up an apartheid 
state at York. There was absolutely theStudentCentre.saidheapproached 
no reason for the student to have his the officers and told them he didn’t

According to Hopkins the amend
ment allows the university “to provide 

According to Arthurs, such emer- the necessary legal actions and im- 
code of conduct and behaviour to gency situations require decisions “to mediate response to an emergency 
which all York students must adhere, be exercised immediately, and there situation."

Prior to the amendment, a student are provisions subsequently made [in 
accused of contravening the code of the amendment] for decisions to be arbitrary nature of the decision is

highly problematic. “In a state of 
Hopkins indicated that there had emergency, every individual’s rights

card checked and that leads me to one think their behaviour was appropri- 
obviousconclusion: they were Black, ate. Castle said he suggested the stu- 
they were male and, in security’s eyes, dents were being uncooperative be

cause they were offended.
“I would be offended too if I were 

asked for I.D. without a cause," said

But according to Weddbum thethreatening.”
To direct other students’ attention conduct would go through a tribunal reviewed.” 

process. The emergency order now 
allows the vice president of student been several incidents last November are suspended by the whims and fancy 
affairs to suspend a student without a and December which heightened the of an individual who holds the power 
tribunal hearing, if the student’s need forsuch measures. According to to decide.” 
conduct is deemed to be “potentially Hopkins the information is “confi- 
or actually violent.”

According to Arthurs, “there have

to the harassment, several students
Of 1991-9? Estimated

SUs Above the New Corridor

Weddbum also said the students
dential.” most vulnerable are “the most politi- 

Livingston Weddbum, a member cally active students of whom [the 
been a numberof harassment incidents of the Pan-Afrikan Law Society, university] does not approve.” 
and I was under heavy pressure by the dismissed the excuse of confidential- A task force committee currently 
York Federation of Students, staff ity. working on a permanent amendment
and colleges” to make the amendment. “There is no accountability for to the regulation has until the end of

Members of the YFS denied this, this drastic action," said Weddbum. April to propose an alternative 
“He was heavy pressure from us to “It is unprecedented to put the entire amendment, 

deal with some incidents," Elissa university in a state of emergency...

fv cw»(gpf -..
&

SS5! as*
I5U-

According to Horscroft, who sits 
Horscroft, vice president of equality this act is in breech of every funda- on the committee. President Arthurs 
and social affairs said, “but not in mental democratic principle.” 
such an authoritarian fashion. In fact.

has the authority to decide if this 
According to the new regulations, amendment stands after the dateline.

YFS completely disagrees with the a student may be removed from A copy of the amendment was 
campus, prevented from entering printed in the Jan. 22 issue of the 

Beth Hopkins, vice president of certain classes or speaking to certain Excalibur.
Fellow the bouncing boll: Stephen Feinberg,York,svice president of academic way this was handled.” 
affairs, tries to explain to the Senate how frugal York is with its tuition dollars.
Feinberg tried to prove we should keep the student population down.Photo: Doug Sounders

Winter-Summer tuts decried The Tash Force on Dispute Resolution and Non- 
Academic Student Discipline was struch by the 

President after the General Meeting of the 
University Disciplinary Tribunal in 

November 1991.

on behalf of the York Coalition
by Doug Saunders Against the Cuts, Gershbain chal

lenged the university’s rationale for 
A last-ditch attempt by student and eliminating the session, 
labour representatives to rescue the 
Winter-Summer session fromextinc-

“We do not feel that the university 
administration has conclusively 
demonstrated that any substantial 
benefits will be realized through 
eliminating, or as it is euphemistically 

employs more than 70 faculty and termed «postponing’ the Winter- 
enrols around 1200 students annually. Summer program,” she said, 
was “suspended” by the Faculty of Members of the senate appeared 
Arts in a January budget-cutting move. to be divided over the fmancial ben- 

in last Thursday’s Senate meet
ing, Canadian Union of Education 
Workers representative Doug Allen 
and York Federation of Students Vice

tion was rebuffed in the York senate 
last week.

The February-June session, which

The mandate of the Tash Force involves three general foci:

1) to explore alternative dispute resolution methods that focus more on 
resolution and education, and less on judgement and punishment;efits of eliminating entire programs 

in response to funding cutbacks.
Stephen Fienberg, vice president 

of academic affairs, presented a se
ries of tables which demonstrated that 

read speeches denouncing the move every additional Arts student costs 
and calling on the university to resist ^ university about $30 — contrary 
govemmentfundingcutbacksinstead. to traditional opinion, which holds 

I think York University is miss- that additional students bring addl
ing the opportunity to involve them- tional revenues to the university, 
selves in a much greater fight against 
these cuts,” said Allen, who said he

2) to identify current problems in handling disciplinary matters related to 
sexual harassment and racism, residence life, and disruptive students (both 
within and beyond the classroom);

President-Internal Nikki Gershbain

3) to suggest improvements in the way we handle disputes generally, and, 
specifically, in regard to Presidential Regulations 2 and 3 (please note that a 
separate Sub-Committee, chaired by Professor Fred Zemans, is already 
examining the need for changes to the UDT procedures).

Many faculty and union members 
remained unconvinced by Fienberg’s 

represented the about to be laid off argument. History Professor A. 
faculty of the Winter-Summer ses- Kanya-Forstner described his figures 
s*on- assimplisticandexaggeratedandsaid

Louise Ripley, the Senate speaker, there are “a number of students we 
attempted to use procedural argu- can still bring in.” 
ments to prevent Allen and Gershbain 
from speaking. York President Harry decision and described it as an appro- 
Arthurs voted against allowing them priate response to underfunding, 
to speak, as did student senate caucus 
chair Justin Linden.

President Arthurs stood behind the The Tash Force invites written submissions from interested 
groups or individuals. Please address your comments to V.P. 
Elizabeth Hophins, Chair, Presidential Tash Force on Non- 
Academic Student Discipline, S919, Ross Building. If you have 
any questions, please contact Ms. Birgit Langwisch, Tash Force 
Secretary, at 736-5275.

“Doing what we’re doing is doing 
what we’re expected to be doing,” he 

Gershbain “had the right idea but said_ ««and j*u gG a step further: doing 
was voicing it in the wrong place,”
Linden said. “She embarrassed her-

what we’re doing draws the attention 
of the people of Ontario to the crisis 

self and the student body, and her which we face." 
display was very counterproductive." Provincial funding increases 

Other senators claimed Gershbain reached a record low of one per cent 
and Allen had no business debating this year, and the university has or- 
the matter in the Senate, since it was dered across-the-board budget cuts in 
actually the Faculty of Arts council response. The Faculty of Arts expects 
which votedtoeliminatetheprogram. to save $750,000 by suspending the 

In her speech, which she presented Winter-Summer session.

Submissions must be received no later than 
5:00 p.m. Friday, March 13,1992.



a AIDS establishment to address needs of HIV+ women?
welfare in Canada, has excluded Positive Women, said the failure to a questionnaire asking her if she en- clinical trials which test new drugs 

_ „ . .. _ , symptoms specific to women but rec- recognize these symptoms often leads gaged in fisting, haow often she had In Canada, 40 trials are underway but

*SZ£2£ESSSEl ZSLSffiLETJZ. ."2»^ifherp"mer
g is about to be expanded to include nodeficiency virus, is thought to cause “If you’re a woman and have a 
g symptoms particular to women, ac- AIDS. constellation of symptoms that would
» cording to a draft of the rvised defi- While Kaposi’s sarcoma and indicate to activists that you’re HIV- 
5 nition. pneumocystis carinii pneumonia are positive, it may often go unrecog-
jj There have been no changes td the common to gay men, women rarely nized by doctors until it’s too late,”
• CDC’sdefinitionof AIDS since 1987, display these symptoms. Women she said, 

and AIDS activists have been lobby- more often exhibit upper respiratory

£* Canadian Univanity Prats

at women.
Rowe said she wants to see some 

action.
“I’m hoping to see clinical trials 

looking at yeast infection, PID and 
cervical cancer,” Rowe said. “There 
are none specific to us (and) we need 
to know things.

“Is PID more prevalent in women 
with HIV? If so, should we be testing 
for HIV” when a woman is diagnosed 
with pelvic inflammatory disease, she 
said.

“I couldn ’t believe it,” she said. “It 
was asking me questions completely 
foreign to my experience. I just stared 
at the page and I started to cry.”

Women are not only misdiagnosed 
Miranda LaFaye (not her real or diagnosed late in their illness, they 

ing for the inclusion of women’s infections, chronic, persistent yeast name) said she became ill six years are also underdignosed. Since 
symtoms. A new definition is sched- infection, human papillomavirus ago. Her doctor treated her for asthma women’s symptoms are not the 1987 
uled for release later this month. (HPV) and cervical cancer. and a throat infection, ignoring her CDC definition, they die with AIDS-

Symptoms outlined in the new other symptoms. She was not tested related complex (ARC), which is 
Rowe, a Vancouver AIDS activist, definition include thrush, pelvic in- for HIV. It wasn’t until 1987, after viewed as a point between 
“I’m HIV-positive, so I’ve been flammatory disease (PID), cervical discovering her partner was HIV- asymptomatic illness and AIDS, 
pushing for (the expansion of the cancer and chronic yeast infections positive that she was tested. THe 
definition) since Oct. 1989.” which do not respond to treatment.

The definition, used to determind Darien Taylor, co-founder of the 
eligibility for family benefits and Toronto-based group, Voices of pital for treatment, LaFaye was given

“I’m very happy,” said Linda

But according to Robyn Sussel of 
the Canadian HIV Trials Network, it 
is difficult to set up trials geared to 
women because there are so few who

While the average life expectancy 
following an AIDS diagnosis for 

When she went to a Toronto hos- women is 15.5 weeks, it is 21 months
result was positive.

for a white, gay man, according to a 
1989 paper presented to the Fifth In
ternational Conference on AIDS.

have been diagnosed with AIDS.
“Logistically it’s a nightmare and 

there’s too few (women) to make it 
This is attributable to misdiagno- statistically relevant,” Sussel said, 

sis and the fact the women imply According to Oct. 1991 statistics 
aren’t being tested for HIV at the from the federal Department of Health 
same rate men are, Taylot said.

Another problem facing women men have died of AIDS since 1979 in 
with HIV and AIDS is the lack of Canada.

, «wig,,
■pnsiik&d'f

and Welfare, 179 women and 2,972
'■ )

Concordia scourges 
sexist degree terms

It is not clear which type of degree 
the university will grant if a student 

Montreal — Concordia University does not indicate a choice, 
graduates will soon be able to choose 
a degree with a gender-neutral title, 1993, and alumni may request a de
but several university senators say gree with the new title once it kicks in.

Last year, Concordia rejected 
Carolyn Gammon’s requested for a

Canadian University Press

The policy will come into effect in

the move doesn’t go far enough to 
combat sexism

Following a 21-1-5 senate vote Mistress of Arts. 
Feb. 7, students may now opt for a 
Baccalaureate rather than a Bachelor’s

Ken Huck, a student who requested 
a baccalaureate for his spring gradu- 

degree, or a Magisteriate instead of a ation, said he thinks the policy is 
Master’s degree. The degrees will “watered-down.” 
still be referred toasB.A.sandM.A.s. “Having an option is good, but the 

Although most senate members default position should definitely be 
support the change — which will be that you get a gender-neutral degree,”
reviewed in five years — several said he said.
it isn’t sweeping enough. Gerald Auchinachie, English de-

Sociology professor John Dry sdale partment chair, opposed the policy, 
said the university should lead the He said he didn’t find the degree titles 
way in the elimination of sexist and sexist.
gender-exclusive terms. “I’ve seen so many women with

“If we’re really convinced that Bachelor’s degrees that I don’t 
one set of terms is sexist, then it’s up date it with gender-exclusiveness,” 
to us to change the terms, not to 
merely give students a choice between objective reality is driven by words, 
a sexist set of terms and a non-sexist I’m not sure this is going to change 
set of terms,” he said. much.”

:—r ..

HÜM;

Dudley Laws speaks at York
.ast Thursday, a forum was held on the subject of police harassment of the Black community. Speakers 
included Dudley Laws and Dari Meade of the Black Action Defence Coalition, and Judge Stanley Grizell. 

he theme of the event was summarized when Meade quoted Franz Fanon in saying: 'Each generation 
Will either fulfill its destiny or betray it/ Photo by David Sutherland.

asso-

he said. “As well, I don’t believe
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needs of all of the students' common 
interests. By separating the students 
into faculty governments, the students 
are essentially deprived of involvement 
with others of differing areas of study.

In short, the college levy, amounting .... 
to $28.50, is an insignificant portion of bur would decide ^ U18 appropriate ^ 
the tuition fee. For example, at Founders to devote so much column space to the » 
College, this money goes toward social vlslt of a discredited PoMcian who - 
events, cultural events, and subsidizes ... „ „x ^
the F.U.S.E. (weight room), the Arthur 30 ' ?“ly ti,c,week <Jan ^ S
Haberman Art Gallery, the Reading and ovctSOO people purchased tickets for g
Listening Room, and the Cock and Bull $5°9Ieach to atte"da debate on cam; 5 
Pub. AU of these services cater to both pU^N°J °n^ord of 11 was mentioned 5
commuter and residence students, fos- m ** ^CfbuJ or any 5

newsletter for that matter. The debate m h
question was one in which the morality 
of a capitalist vs. a socialist social sys
tem was explored. Five student orga
nizations sponsored this event.

mmmDiscrimination 
on campus

the Student Centre (Feb. 5) in which £ 
Kormos harangues the Ontario NDP s 
for their so caUed “conservative poti- — 
cies”. $I fmd it disquieting that the Excali-

Dear Editor,

I would like to bring to the attention of 
the staff and readers of the Excalibur 
and York University in general the sex
ism involved in the hiring practices of 
the Blueberry HU1 restaurant in York 
Lanes. I have responded at two differ
ent times to their “Help Wanted" ad. 
The first time I was told there were only 
griU positions open, and they were only 
hiring men for that. The second time I 
was informed that they had just hired 
two “girls for the cashier," and were

managed to attract an audience of “25- ♦

faces when they first see me. I am of strength.Don’tclosethecircleonpeople
mixed race. Everyone has their opinion who have something to contribute be-
and they are usuaUy far from shy about cause this is our chance to make an
sharing their views... embrace your impression and to make a difference.
Black heritage, embrace your White
heritage... Which way do you go? Since
February is Black History Month, I feel
that it is the perfect opportunity to remind
aU the ladies and gentlemen out there
with the attitude problems that we are
all brothers and sisters. We all search mm
for some kind of belonging. Looking U
back on a rich Black history is very w w
important in order for us to be proud of Dear Editor, 
our heritage. I want to embrace all of my
culture without bias. It gives me a sense I am writing in response to your article 
of history. I refuse to turn my back on hi the Jan. 22 issue, “Why the YFS 
any part of my heritage. I was bom on should be abolished.” It would be appear 
the African continent under the African from the position of the writer that he 
sun and spent more than half of my life belongs to a faculty other than the 
there. Africa is in my heart because it is Faculty of Arts. If he were a student in 
my place of birth but I still have an Arts he would realize that the over
undying thirst to learn about all of my whelming size of the faculty makes the

idea of a Faculty of Arts Student Asso-

tering a wide range of interests.
The article in question referred to 

the abolition of college councils rather 
than the abolition of YFS. In future, 
please entitle your articles more ap
propriately.

Natalie Cox.

Perhaps the editors decided in ad
vance that because reporting on the 

Sincerely yours, debate would entail presenting both 
Markus Fairbaim, sides of the question, it would be sâfer 

President, F. C.S. C. to ignore the debate altogether to avoid 
Garsen Yap, dealing with the fundamental moral 

Vice-President, F.C.S.C. issues at stake in our society today.

College systemtig mliLM Ë ys il 1
i m

w
Joe Thornton, 

Director, Arthur Haberman
Could it be that while Peter Kormos 

spouted statements that were in total 
Art Gallery, agreement with the views of the editors, 

the rational viewpoints of the debaters 
that held forth capitalism as the moral 
social system were not?

now only looking for “a couple of guys 
for the grill.” Neither time was I offered 
an application form or to hand in a 
resume.

I have worked in all labour positions 
in restaurants and I can tell you sex is no 
indication of ability. Will York allow 
this practice to go on with its stated 
mission of equal opportunity hiring?

It is also upsetting to note that both 
times I was given this information by a 
woman.

Debate not 
tovered in Excal All that the editors have accom

plished by ignoring this important event 
at York University is to point up their 
moral cowardice and intolerance to 
viewpoints other than their own.

ancestors.
In learning about the past we cannot ciation absurd, 

forget about the present. As a friend of
mine stated, one cannot move forward designed to reduce the alienating effects
with your eyes cast behind you. Canada of an institution this size. The élimina
is here and now and we need to deal lion of the college system would cause
with the present along with present an even greater amount of apathy than
attitudes. Some of tis are dangerously that which already exists at York. There We will publish, space permitting, letters up to 250 words. They must
close to reverse racism and it scares me are approximately twenty-three thou- be typed, double spaced, and accompanied by the writer’s name and
to see the intimidation (however subtie sand full-time undergraduate students telephone number. Material deemed libelous or discriminatory by the
it may be) which sometimes rises to the currently attending this university. The staff of Excalibur will be rejected. The opinions expressed in this
surface. We are here to learn and to idea that one centralized student gov-
teach. Black History Month is a time to emment could fulfil the needs of all of
be proud of our accomplishments and these students is not realistic. The col
our heritage but don’t forget that we lege system creates a mixture of students
need to do some learning. Unity is from all faculties which caters to the

Dear Editor,

The college system at York was I read with interest Sam Putinja’s 
article (Feb. 12) about former NDP 
cabinet minister Peter Kormos’ visit to

Regards, 
David Aucoin.Sandi Lee.

A tall for unity 
in Black history

section are those of the letter-writers and do not represent those of 
the Excaliburstati, Editorial Board, or Board of Publications. Excalibur 
is not responsible for the factual accuracy of the letters published.

Dear Editor,

Black or White? That always seems to 
be the question I see crossing people’s

Every Monday is Comedy Night! Show starts at 9:00 p.m. NO COVER!
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x Telephone:
Advertising • 736-S238 

Editorial • 736-5239

Excalibur is a volunteer organization. We will consider for 
publication all submissions 

that are not deemed libelous or 
discriminatory by the editors and staff.

The opinions expressed are not necessarily shared by all 
members of the staff or board of publications.

Final responsibility resides with the 
editor-in-chief as outlined 

in the constitution.
•

Editor-in-chief Jeannine Amber 
Managing Editor Doug Saunders 

Production Manager Stephen Perry 
Production Assistant Pat Micelli 

Distribution Manager Riccardo Sala 
News Editor vacant 

Gay Issues Coordinator Brian Rigg 
Bisexual Womyn and Lesbian Issues Coordinator 

Frances Limfat 
CUP Editor vacant 

Letters Editor Catharine Soukoreff 
Arts Editor ira Nayman 

Sports Editor Riccardo Sala 
Photo Editors Anthony Cohen and Alok Sharma 

Feature Supplement Editor Jill Skorochod 
Guest Headline Writer Carl Wilson
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j‘i Staff Eric Alper, Elaine Bellio, Prasad Bidaye, 
David Black, Maggie Borch,

Michele Bosener, Noah Bunnett, Clare Burke, 
Trevor Burnett, Rob Cabral, David Camfield, Lilac Cana, 

Aaron Dantowitz. Patrick Davila, Nick Davis,
David Gardner, Adrian Graham, Jim Hounslow, Michael 
Hussey, Sheena Jarvis, Brett Lamb, Jennifer Lim, Moira 

MacDonald, Azed Majeed, Dwayne Morgan, Michael 
Nachoff, Daniel Naccarato, James Oscar, Judy Passley, 
Robert Pincomb, Samuel Putinja, Mike Raycraft, Cindy 
Reeves, Dave Rivait, Lee Romberg, Josh Rubin. Harry 

Rudolfs, Tom Schneider, Jim Sheppard, Sydney St. 
Nicholas, Kassia Mier y Teran.

Contributors Eric Aloer Prasad Bidave David Blank Maggie Bon*. MicheiaTo*™,. J»», B„i«w*Xb
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Marie Menrivs
Advertising Assistant Patty Mitton-Rao 

Chair, tfoard of Publications Nancy PhillipsNo bottom rung for women
æssxæs"""?* xrrzszszzsszsi

A syipnsmgly and disappointingly small number of macho jousting. Most women take one look through 
women are involved in this year's student government their council-room doors and abandon their political 
elections — about 7.4 per cent of the candidates, on a aspirations forever. Who wants to hang out with those 
campus where more than 60 per cent of students are kind of guys9 
female.

'A rA

Wednesday March 4
General Staff Meeting at 4:00 pm 

(All are welcome)
Introduction to Newswriters Workshop at 5:00 pm with Big 

Chris and Big Jay and Big Jen

Thursday March 8
Editorial Board Meeting at 2:00 pm 

Black Writers Caucus at 3:00 pm

Monday March 9
Women’s Caucus at 5:00 pm

Wednesday March 11
Freedom of the Press at 2:00 pm with 

Staff Elections at 4:00 pm

Thursday March 18
Staff Elections at 4:00 pm

■

Some of them will inevitably flee to the women’s 
centre — a traditional boot camp for grassroots politics, 
women-style. But lately, the women’s centre has been 
about as political as the badminton club.

Far from encouraging women to enter politics and
Th-ro.Cftnco J challenge the system, the women’s centre collective has
The reasons are ominous and the implications huge, turned in on itself. If its members realized what power
,N° 1hav;ng women 1,1 P°sitions of Power at the they have, maybe they’d take advantage of it

levf means 1SSU^S Uke camPus security- child And the YFS, despite its women-positive stance is 
care, sexual harassment, date rape, employment equity not exempt from blame. Far from U If you
dLera m C°ntent may n0t gCt ^ attenti0n ^ °rdinary WOman student and y°u want t0 learn the 

erve' political ropes, where would you go in the YFS? It has
no volunteer system, no women’s caucus, no training 
seminars.

At the close of a year that has seen women holding 
many prominent positions at York — York Federation 
of Students president, editor-in-chief of Excalibur and 
two of the four YFS vice-president positions — the 
situation is perplexing.

are an

But why is this happening, and why now?
Obviously the problem isn’t at the top, which is

^ fact is, the political ladder at York doesn’t have

tim4Tnr,rZ'theirPOl,UC^a,mr,8'aPPren-

Look at the colleges. Supposedly thetraining-grounds And that's where most women students are: left out.

“Men who teach only men are called 
scholars. Women who teach only - 

are called political agitators
women

L
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by Michelle Huang 
Canadian University Press

their patients’ health — didn’t in
vestigate either.

Doctors and scientists who did

harassment or sexual assault by 
changing our behaviour — ie. cov- 

- . ering our breasts; wearing not-too-
“Anyone who thinks male and female warn °f ,the da"geris 'vere> UP untl1 short, not-too-tight skirts; not getting
breasts are the same is not living in re<^ntly- ignored and shunned by their too drunk or too sexually assertive.
the real world.” -Provincial Court C? eag“e*‘tofact’ American So- Whether or not the female breast

ciety of Plastic and Reconstructive

fore, the judge concluded, the ac- -= 
cused was not guilty ol sexual assault. 5 

Judge Payne, in recognizing there ® 
is a significant difference in men’s _2 
and women’s breasts, is in touch with ^

“rrion*rraver ^i-y—5
wha, Z l °n "1 deP.ending on grounds that she violated community
ü fs aï S M T""1 Whr standards. The community standards

beauty—a male conception of beauty. Ïôurtof Anneal’ ? Judge Payne invoked and upholds are
Some women’s breasts are “too a^anli h™ m SeXUa‘ ^ose that make women’s breasts a

assault because a man scuffling with fetish; that treat them as dirty and
3 1rfar;0ld girl managed on,y to Shameful; that tell women our breasts
grab her breasts, not her genitals.
Judge J.C. Angers called the female 
breast a “secondary sexual charac
teristic”, equating it with a man’s 
beard. One certainly would not be 
charged with sexual assault for fon
dling a man’s facial hear, and there-

Judge Bruce Payne, in convicting _ T
university student Gwen Jacob of in- gurgeons> hie. *n the early 1980’s

described small breasts as “deformed” 
and “diseased.” All in the name of

decent exposure after going topless 
in Guelph last summer.3 So, what is the difference between 
men’s and women’s breasts in the biS’” and these women are often the

object of even more lewd stares and
can and should always be improved; 
and that put the responsibility of un
wanted advances and sexual assault 
on the woman.

comments and unwelcome pinches 
(by men) then the woman with an 
“average” chest. Such women often 
deal with the harassment also by 
having surgery — to reduce their 
breast size.

i ■

\ __ m ncyrft rn
i «I I

(Pm[si femM I
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Michelle Huang is a staff writer for 
the VarsitySi Moral of the story: breasts are 

naturally too small, too big, or the 
wrong shape — they almost always 
need artificial enhancement.

Men bare their chests when and

Ir/cMA-M
criticism • condemnations • diati Ms • manifestos
• rants • discoveries • speeches « Sos ♦ dialogues
• polemics • dissetations • epistiftwnonologues • 
proclamations • accusations • declamations where they like, while it is only ac-
• declarations • defences • defenestrations • bkrtherings excali wmceptable for women to show a little 

cleavage, but not too much; wear tight 
shirts, bu t not too tight. And, of course, 
there are specific contexts in which it

t; \
i a ms

“real” world of modem, western civi
lization?

The difference is that:
Women’s breasts are, generally. IS aPProPnate (and encouraged) that

larger than men’s. And when they are wo!nen be t0P,ess ie- *n pomog-
3 raphy and strip shows.

*
t> 1not, many flat-chested women — and 

even those who are not — feel pres- In his decision to convict Gwen Jacob, 
sured to have them artificially en- Judge Payne said, “The female 
larged by operation, often at horrifying breast... is part of the female body that 
risk to their health. Some implants are is sexually stimulating to men both 
now leaking chemicals into recipients’ by sight and touch, and is not there- 
bodies, and suspected of causing fore a part of the body that ought to be 
cancer and infectious diseases. flagrantly exposed to public view.”

The trouble is that no one knows In other words, even though a 
for sure what exactly the hazards are man’s bare chest is erotic to many 
because some implant manufacturers women (andsomemen), women must 
didn’tbothertoproperlyorthoroughly control the urge to hoot, pinch, and 
examine the risks before selling them grab, while men can’t be expected to 
to cosmetic surgeons to pump up exercise the same self-discipline 
women’s chests. And many doctors Therefore, the onus is on women to 

who seem more interested in prevent men frombecoming “sexually 
cashing in on poor self-image than stimulated” and committing sexual
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Wednesday, March 11 
4:00 pm \
10 Editor-in-Chief 
0 Managing Editor 
0 News Editors)
0 Arts Editors)
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The door marked "Men Also"
atmosphere of hostility towards 
men.notjustin the campus media, 
but also as propagated by students, 

This article may come as a surprise student groups and faculty alike
(pleasant or otherwise) to some within the York community. I was
readers. Preconceived notions even more appalled at the appar- 
aside, the truth is that women’s ent lack of acknowledgment of 
issues and feminism have a strong men who genuinely make an effort
effect on today’s men (as they to change themselves and their
should). However, a realistic male environment every day of the year,
perspective remains largely elu- not just as a token gesture on 
sive in today’s society. Women’s Remembrance Day.

I do not wish to make any Maybe my childhood wasn’t so 
sweeping generalizations con- average after all. 
ceming the status of men or re- Militant feminism was not
garding feminism; lean only speak something I was exposed to in my
for myself. But in doing so, and in average suburban public school 
voicing my own beliefs, perhaps I education. Although I studied the 
can express some thoughts and 
feelings that may be shared by 
other men.

It is my mother whom I credit 
with my starting to question the 
established gender roles of soci
ety. My mother is a feminist. Not 
a radical feminist, but a feminist 
nonetheless. I do not feel that one

“women” to “womyn” and the call 
for the advancement of “herstory” 
are, in my opinion, petty and in
flammatory actions which do 
nothing to promote the equality of 
women in our society nor advance 
the cause of feminism, serving only 
to antagonize men (the etymology 
of the word “history” makes no 
reference to gender).

These two examples just 
scratch the surface. Acts of radical, 
militant feminism are largely re
gressive and counterproductive, 
and undermine the more legi timate 
efforts of the struggle for equality. 
Perhaps more important, the 
credibility of feminism itself is 
undermined, and men are put on 
the defensive.

The change towards equality 
has begun. But keep in mind that 
we have the inertia of generations 
upon generations of inequality to 
overcome. Change will not come 
instantly as all of us hope it will. 
The momentum generated by 
radical feminists of the past thirty 
years is more than enough to carry 
us through the next thirty. But we 
must start working together to 
educate and promote positive, 
construct! ve change for the future.

■ Men can no longer be excluded 
from the process of change. Men 
are as much a part of the future of 
equality as women are. That is 
what equality is all about, isn’t it?

If women want men to change, 
please support men who do.

by Darren Wilson
v:¥;iil!
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Lüj Features Editor
0 Sports Editor 

0 Letters Editor 

0PhQtoEditor 

0 Issuescoordinatot

women’s suffrage movement in 
history class, and participated in 
debates on abortion, I had never 
been subject to “male-bashing” 
before.

For me, this was a great load to 
bear at an age when I was coming 
into full awareness on my own. 
Institutional discrimination and the 
victimization of women were 
around centuries before I was bom.

can be an open-minded, free- 
thinking individual in today’s so
ciety without being a feminist (or 
an equalist) to a certain extent. But 
I must also equally acknowledge ignorance and injustice? Pointing 
my father, whose struggle to 
change within himself and to 
question “the system,” set an ex
ample of which I am proud to 
follow.

How can I, and my generation, be 
held responsible for our ancestors’

Come out and vote. 
3rd floor Student Centre 

in the Common Room

fingers is not a solution. I don’t 
think many feminists who continue 
to do so realize the damage they 
may be inflicting on future gen
erations of young men and women. 
This is where an anti-feministDespite my liberal upbringing 

coming to York was a shock to say 
the least. I was astonished at the

backlash can start.
Changing the spelling of
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• submisions fot the Mar. 11th 
issue are due Thui'sday, Mar. 5 
and no later. • submit all ads to 
YFS Office #336 Student Centre, 
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The Need For A 
Better Dialogue:
Gays and Lesbians and 

Christianity

Dept, of Hispanic Studies & 
Spanish Club

a
YORK UNIVERSITY 

'jp OUTING CLUB
5

The York University Outing Club is a 
organization for York members who enjoy 
getting together for various sporting and 
social activities. Our events range from 
mountain climbing, to movie watching. YOC 
club members are informed of upcoming 
events in monthly club newsletters and at 
the general'meetings held every month.

present:

Hispanic
?

speaker- Rev. Jim Ferry
March 5,1992 

5 pm- 307 Student Centre 
Common Room

What's Happening:

We're in the middle of a great ski season! , 
Our St. Anne trip was a success. We have 
day trips to the Ontario slopes every week. "a 
Banff, Vermont, and Quebec were the 
agenda for reading week.i, S

ifeiiSs
Sijjf A two-part study series

r ¥Zt-Jl0S9 February 27 & March 5
3 Pm~ Meditation Room 

Hi■ 1 Scott Religious Centre

We’re also busy planning some exciting 
spring events. How does white water 
canoeing and hiking sound? We welcome 
you to attend our next outing or meeting.

-, ■_ I
, With Southt .

A______ïSÏïit*^ i
1 Where We Are:

SBi WZkA Drop by the YOC office, 348 Bethune, on 
Wednesday's between 3pm and 8pm and 
Phil will tell you more about YOC. Or call 
Heidi @ 467-5560.

|>ïï
I co-sponsored by the student Christian movement (SCM) and 

the bisexual, lesbian and gay alliance at york (BLGAY)

!
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are still available at the 
yfs office

336 student centre
___________■

The York Debating Society The Contact ClubCARIBBEAN STUDENT'S ASSOCIATION 
is hosting their • encourages all those who are interested in en

hancing their publiuc speaking skills and in learn
ing how to survive in the forum of parliamentary 
debate to come out and share their wisdom. Com
munication skills may be the difference between 
success and failure after you graduate. So come 
out, experienced or not, and learn how to make the 
walls of York reverberate your oratorical sublimity.

We hold jams on
Monday 
between 
6 & 8pm

Tait McKenzie
judo room (4th floor)

for info, call Judy at 
638-7695

Annual
Culture Show 
March 28th

Weekly meetings are held on Monday in room 115 
Winter's College from 4-7pm. For more info, call 
Royal at 333 Student Centre.

We Want to HeinUniversity Students Get a 
Crash Course in Driving Skills
The fastest class on four wheels returns to York U.

March 19, 21 & 22.

For further info, contact CSA 
316 Student Centre. Have things become too much 

for you to handle?
Let us pray for you.
No details necessary; just write 
your name or initials.

It is not for him to pride himself 
who loveth his country, but rather 

for him who loveth the whole 
world. The earth is but one country 

and mankind its citizens.

It's the
Labatt's Road Scholarship,

a free, two-part course on advanced driving tech
niques which teaches car control manoeuvres such 

as obstacle avoidance, skid control and panic break
ing while delivering a very important message - that 

drinking and driving can never be mixed.

send internal mail to:
Prayer 

c/o IVCF
334 Student Centre

BAHA‘U‘LLAH 
Association for Baha‘i Studies

Coming to Curtis Lecture Hall I March 19,4:00pm 
Sponsored by BACCHUS York, Student Affairs and 

Health and Wellness York.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship



YORK CATHOUC COMMUNITY ASH 
WEDNESDAY MASS

Wednesday March 4, at 12:05pm, in the Scott 
Chapel. For information contact the office at 452 
Student Centre, or phone 736-5369.

LESBIAN AND BISEXUAL 
WOMEN AT YORK

YORK ELITE COMPUTER HACKERS »
A Membership Drive. Not for the computer novice, jj

General meetings every second Wednesday at 5pm We don't do outings. We don'tgive outpizza. We do S- I 
piffle i" fhe Women's Centre, 328 Student Centre. For bow pointers. Contact our bulletin board at 658- ?
MS» more information contact Lucy at 736-2100, ext. 3958 (data hie)
HS 20494.

Im, :
j( y
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■NEW RAPE SHIELD LAW: AN 

EFFECTIVE RESPONSE?
Wednesday March 4, at 12 noon, in room 104 
Osgoode Hall Law School A panel discussion with 
Judy Rebrick, President National Action Committee 
on the Status of Women, Maureen Forested, Criminal 
lawyer, and CaroMnne Wright, Women's rights 
activist. Hosted by the Law Union and the Women's 
Caucus

I

*LE CERCLE FRANÇAIS
Is a club designed to promote the French, Québécois 
and French CanoAm coheres. Future activities are: 
Improv night, Poetry night, French Reslaurontdinner, £ 
and weeldy Wednesday movie night. Any interested — 
parties can cal Louise Chaput at 736-5086, or leave 
message on the door at 410 Student Centre.

V VANIER GAMES ROOM
Wargames,RPG's,TAG General meetings Thursdays 
at 4:30pm in Vanier College Junior Common Room. 
For more information call 748-6772.

I*:
....

EVERYTHING THE YORK UNIVERSITY GREENS
Meeting every second Thursday at 5pm. Join us for 
stimulating discussion and much more. February 27, 
March 12, and March 26, South Ross 537. Call Tina 
at 727-8348.

-5
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TEACHING ASSISTANTS
If you are planning to apply to the Faculty of ~ 
Education or are just interested in working with £ 
children, the York University Volunteer C entre has * 
numerous positions available at the junior, 
intermediate, and senior levels. For more "information 
drop by the Volunteer Centre at B44 9 in the Student 
Centre; or contact us at 736-2100 ext. 33576.

THE UNSEEN DANGER
Ambient and Indoor Air Pollution: Old Story - New 
Insights. A Lecture by Dr. Jack Spengler of the 
Department of Environmental Health at Harvard 
University's School of Public Health. March 4, at 
4pm, in the University's Senate Chamber, 9th floor, 
Ross Building. Admission is free. For more information 
call Carol Francis at 736-5586.

WEN-DOSTUDENT CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT
The Toronto OUTLOOK Commitee, in honour of Weekly Meeting: Mondays at 3pm in 214 Scott Organizing a six-week Women's self defense course.
International Women’s Day, presents a documentary Religious Centre. Ecumenical Worship Tuesdays at Thursday afternoons and evenings. If interested call
on the life of 87 year old Lea Roback, a Jewish, lpm in Scott Religious Centre Chapel. Anglican, Heidi, 736-7902. 
pacifist, union andfeministactMstinQuebec.Sunday United, Catholic, Presbyterian, Lutheran, Baptist,
March 15, at 2 pm, in the Winchevsky Centre, 585 Quaker.Join us for ecumenical worship.
Ceanbrooke Ave. Tickets are $4 advance, $5 at the 
door. For tickets or information call 533-6682, 
or767-8296.

A VISION IN THE DARKNESS

FIRST NATIONS STUDENTS
We want to get to bow each other to share , YORK BY CYCLE 

ENVISION YORK information on education and social events. We are "e ,e In hibernation, but there is progress. New ring
Meetings: every other Monday. Lumber's 3rd floor *•FiRf Law Students. Please leave your
lounge. Contact Colette Boileau 467-8592 nome an^ Ph°ne number at the Environmental the planners will give us more. There is now also on

Studies/ NaliveCanadian Relations Theme Area, indoor location for locking bikes. Those on our phone 
736-2100 ext. 33281. list will be contacted when the snow thaws for good.

For information call Mel or Ed of 322-9440, or Dave 
at 423-0587.

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
PROGRAMME

York/Seneca, Open House. You are invited to an 
information session for Early Childhood Education 
Programme. Meet with faculty and students, on 
Thursday, March 5, at 4pm in room 291 Behavioral 
Science Building. Bring a friend.For more information 
contact Professor Janice Johnson, ext. 66214.

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION DAY
Monday March 16, in the Student Centre, there will WB|TFB- ....

^ » *** « «*4 4“ \
SCIENCE nCTlONAND SSSîSSS-S

CANADIAN NOVELS Wednesday of each month at the same time in Vanier
The English Students’ Association presents a lecture BULLETS AND BALLOTS: THE PROCESS College Senior Fellow Common Room. For......
by Professor Allan Weiss. Thursday March 5, at 12 ®F POLITICAL CHANGE IN TRINIDAD information contact Zaf or Fit in the Vanier Student
noon, in Sylvester's (201 Slong) All are wekome. Seminar with guest speaker Dr. Selwyn Ryan, Director Council Office.

of the Institute for Social and Economic Research, tuf ydbv nFRATiiir* enf ifty

A BRONTE DAY ÏS fnmîïnS!11 Weekly meetings on Mondays from 4pm to 7pm, in
Saturday March 7, in the Harry Crowe Room, 109 at3pm rt,e Founde,s Sen”r Common Room' room 115 Winters College. For more information
Atkinson. Hosted by the Atkinson College Department ruuiDrtiiiiruTii contact Royal at 667-1872, or 736-5969 ext.
of English and the Office of the Master. 2pm to 5pm: ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS AND 31303, after 8pm. We practice impromptu
lectures by Frances Beer, Ann Yeoman, Wei Ping Lu, ACTION WEEK parliamentary debate and publk speaking. For those
and a reading from the letters. 5pm to 7pm: a Bronte Tuesday March 17 until Friday March 20. Hosted by who are more serious there are numerous tournaments 
movie extravaganza. 7:30pm to I lpm, in 004A Bachelor of Environmental Studies Students of throughout the yeor.This semester's tournaments 
Atkinson: a buffet supper with entertainment. York. A series of environmental awareness activities include the North American Championships at McGill
Admission "is free. and events including speakers on pro-active University, and the Canadian Nationals at Western. i

development, singing Rainforst activists, and Native I
Crafts. For more information contact Beth Lawrence ynnif eeumir run 1
at 449-4913, or drop the BEST Office at 318 „ Ut » L , x t , u v ■ ¥ w

Squash Court in Tait McKenzie.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
A few hours a week can make a difference to 
someone with a developmental handicap. For more 
information call Joanne Fine at Metro Association for Metro by Cycle wants you to answer their survey.
Community living, 225-7166.

DO YOU CYCLE IN TORONTO?

Phone Dove at 423-0587.
more

736-5239 tfy

W^COME WRITE
FOR US

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR 
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY 

TELETHON
The York Centre for Feminist research is hosting a 
fundraising telethon on March 8. Please join us for 
fun and to support a cause that can make a difference , role of the artist in society will be examined by
in your life! Call 736-5915. we Distinguished panelists at the fourth annual

Wendy Michner Symposium,Wednesday March 18, 
from 2pm at Winters College, Room 201.

VOCAL EYES - THE ARTIST AS CITIZEN
COMPUTERS COMPUTERS COMPUTERS COMPUTERS COMPUTERS COMPUTERS

DARIUS PROFESSIONAL 386 
NOTEBOOK COMPUTER

386SX25MHZinSCARAMOUCH
The York Fencing Club presents the 1950 fencing 
classic in funky lechnkolour. Romance, action, bad WILD HUNTERS: PREDATORS IN PERIL 
acting and gut-wrenching suspense in the DIAR Monte Hummel and Sherry Pettigrew will be speaking 
Screening room, Ross 045 (basement). Monday abut their book: Wild Hunters: Predators in Peril. 
Mmrh 9 nt 4nm Thursday March 19, at 2pm in room 306 Lumbers

' Building. Hosted by the Faculty of Environmental
Studies.

oCL o$1025LU
r—

$2150 "D=3
Ca.

80MB HARD DRIVE 
VGA COLOUR

mO X60 MB HARD DRIVE 
386SX-20MHZ 

1MB RAM 
1.44FDD

3kg including carrying bag 
VGA/EGA/CGA/MDA compatible

o <Z)

in oOPEN HOUSE AT THE NATIVE 
RELATIONS THEME AREA

Monday March 9, from 9am to 3pm in room 220 
Lumbers Building. This wll bean excellent opportunity 
to see our Native-related resources and have some 
yummy refreshments. Videos will be showing in 
room 225 Lumbers all day, and Dionne Longboat will 
be speaking on Native Values and Health in room 
306 Lumbers. All wekome. Any questions, coll 736- 
2100, ext. 33281.

CL O386DX-25MHZIXI
I-INDO-CARIBBEAN STUDIES: 

NEEDS AND DIRECTIONS
A conference at 10:30am with keynote speaker 
Professor V. Romraj, U of Calgary. Thursday March 
26, in Founders Senior Common Room (305).At 
4pm in the Founders Dining Hall: a performance of 
the play ‘Kala Pani", which deals with the 
experience of Indo-Caribbean Women.

$1150 X3
Ca.
mO X80MB HARD DRIVE 

VGA COLOUR • DOS 5.0
u in

<n 386DX-33MHZ oCE oLU $1299 *D3 2400 Baud Modem (Int).
9600 Fax Modem..........

(W/V .42 MNP5)
VGA Colour Mon + Card
Fax Machine.................
Star Colour Printer.........
Star 24 Pin Printer.........
Panasonic 1180.............
Panasonic 1123.............

$69 cCL
2 $199ENVIRONMENT DAY AT SSSiffSKSSSf1

GLENDON COLLEGE VIOLENCE & CONFLICT RESOLUTION
The envoronment Is it worth it? Venvironmenh Ce 1^7'^ H York lanes Suite 305B Sponsored

by the La Mars Research Programme in Violence and 
Conflkt Resolution.

mO 80MB HARD DISK 
VGA COLOUR • DOS 5.0

3O in

$299V) ola vout-il encore la peine? March 10. Show your 
support by coming out! There will be speakers 
throughout the day in the Salon Gcrigue in York Hall. 
Ne le manquez pas!

CL O$488486DX-33MHZUJ 2
$249 T)3 $1688 CCLRECOVERY NOT DISCOVERY: 500 

YEARS OF INJUSTICE AND RESISTANCE
Student Christian Movement National Conference

$249 H
mO 3$18964K CACHE RAM • 1MB RAM EXP TO 32M 

105 MB HARD DISK 
SVGA MONITOR • DOS 5.0

USENATOR KEITH DAVEY
The Institute for Social Research invites students, 1992,May 3-10, Scarborough. For more details
faculty, and staff to the Third Annual Goldfarb Lecture, contact the York Student Christian Movement, room
The senatorwill deTiver this year's lecture "Polk, Pak 214, Scott Religious Centre, 736-210Oext. 77275.
and Political Parties". Thursday March 12 at 3:30pm 
in Moot Court, room 101 Osgoode Hall Law School.
For further information, please contact John Pollard 
at 736-5061.

in

$279in occ oUJ s:
All systems c/w 1.44 floppy, 1MB RAM, 2S, 1P, 1G Ports 

101 Enhanced KB.
All items are cash & carry while stocks last
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in oTHE WISE VIRGINS
Performed by the York Dance Ensemble, 
choreographed by professor Anna Blewchamp, 
directed by Holly Small. Friday March 13 of 8pm, 
and Saturday March 14 at 2pm and 8pm, at the 
Betty Oliphant Theatre, 404 Jonris St. Admission k 
$15, or $10 for students. For information and 
reservations please call the Dance Department at 
736-5137.

oc 3A COMPUTERS
250 SHEPPARD AVE. E.

(WILLOWDALE, EAST OF YONGE)
TEL: (416) 250-5775

SCHOLAR COMPUTERS
1290 FINCH AVE. W. UNIT 1

(KEELE & FINCH COMMERCIAL CENTRE)
TEL: (416) 663-5133
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| When supermom's a superdyke
couple separate.

"It's scary. I could leave and cut off any 
visitation to Dawn. But we've done 
everything possible to make Dawn a legal 
guardian," Cynthia says.

"On the other hand, she's been the 
breadwinner, and (should the relationship 
end) I couldn't have any financial support, 
either."

£ by Afea Genkneer
^ Canadian University Press

IV VicroRiA-Cynthia, Sheila and Carrie face 
g more problems than most mothers. Along 
e with runny noses, dirty diapers, tantrums, 
5 chicken pox and the monster under the 

-Z bed, they have to deal with being lesbian 
5 mothers in a homophobic society.
• They fall into a kind of political gap. 

This society is uncomfortable with lesbian
ism in the first place. When lesbians choose 
to have children, an activity closely 
associated with heterosexuality, straight 
society pretends they don't exist. And 
because motherhood is not an issue for 
most lesbians, lesbian mothers often 
receive little or no support in their own 
community.

"There's still a lot of strong societal 
attitudes -- that lesbians are not real

" 4

Homophobic attitudes
For the children of lesbian parents, the 
most difficult part can be dealing with 
homophobic attitudes among their friends 
and classmates, in the media, and in society 
at large.

"Already she's coming home with 
attitudes like you don't marry people who 
are the same sex as you," says Sheila.

On television, and in the books her 
daughter Niamh is read at daycare,
5rt?aSUyno1ne^tentSbian 

"Her family life is being^ 
and that scares me for her 88 
if her world is tellirythertha 
doesn't exist,"

Then thera 
find it diffug

-

r

"L.
women. That real women want to have
babies and stay home and take care of their 
men," says Sheila.

But society is rapidly changing, and the 
stereotypical nuclear family of a father who 
works and a mother who stays home with 
the kids is now far from the norm.

Some studies indicate that two of three Cynthia, Sheila and Carrie face the subtle
heterosexism that pervades the social 
structure. When a child is enrolled in 
school or daycare, the forms must be filled 
in with the names of both parents - mothei 
and father.

um

:Vv

idea that I'd deny any involvement with 
women...a lot 
not lega^flH

imarriages will end in divorce. More and 
more single women are choosing to have 
children on their own. Along with 
biologically-related parents and children, 
definitions of family now commonly 
include step-parents and half-siblings,
families with only one parent, and families partner's name. That's the problen^J 
with adopted or foster children. filling out these forms. You're p

But much of society is slow to accept a position to erase the existence
definition of family that includes two partner, or come out," says §
moms or two dads. putting yourself, or your

Cynthia, Sheila, and Carrie are all "out" potentially dangerous 
as lesbians, and it affects how they are 
accepted by friends and family, in the 
workplace, and in society at large.

"It's bad enough for single women, 
single moms," says Sheila, "but for a
lesbian who's out as a mom...when you've lucky. It could have
got a kid, you feel protective. You're 
responsible for your kid as well as your
self."

.fb
11li

nosity toward a 
difeei the way her 
i finhappy results, 
übout my 
ner at all - he 

going on,"

|ll Wâtf pregnant, he 
gK later, he

i * 11 fdjt n i ij- . i iitVîi b

* « 3 - •Eli ''"On the consent forms, I put down [ j

i -,
►out whether I'm a

JPody case was dropped before it Jgl 
rourt. But if it hadn't, her lesbian-SB 

■■Knight have affected the outcome. ■■ 
^ "The classic one (the judges) use is the ■ 
excuse that the child is going to be put IMl 
through hell. They say 'society is homo- £$%) 
phobic, so we'll be homophobic in court 1 
and not allow custody';" Sheila says.

"It all depends on the judge you get and 
the mood he—because it's usually a he - isflHj 
in, whether he is homophobic."

Sheila says the issue of custody is also a 
concern when relationships between 
partners who have been co-parenting end 
—there are no provisions made in the courts 
to allow the non-biological parent the same 
rights given a heterosexual father or 
mother.

"We kind of worried
happen at the playschi 
"But when we were fii

%^fîlawn's family 
lier daughter 
(jj^gothere for 
tefkids are being 
Hoe's just 
* to get harder.

that yOU
her the 
fi out here

around, we said 'we're 
that was absolutely fifa

In search]
When they decided tli _______

. Cynthia and her pan«îrranjntoi 
f right away. They tne<e6S*™HB™e 
1 used by many straigh 
| specializing in donor 
r "He was extremeh 
) threw me out of his ofl

, ,

ht to be whh women?" 
^courage her son to be 
ggp^ablewith. 
Areally matter to me. I 

'.that, she says.

“Much of society 
is slow to accept 

a definition 
of family that 

includes two moms 
or two dads”

, * ■ :
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out I was a lesbian," O "It's never easy to go through a separa- 
w f pHBhtion or a divorce, but at least (heterosexu-

^hHHHHÉy)ave the courts. Our society does ng| 
jze the non-biological paren

tel
Cynthia and her parti 

elsewhere for their sperm. ]| 
friend became the anonymoi 

f Cynthia got pregnant the firstly 
. Outdated ideas about what c< 
I family can put 
1 lesbians who ai

if'immm► li
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mMmm«^ssary stress oqj 
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Cynthia samk 

ultrasound AMti 
wouldn't Him 
would let a fan* 
angry. The hospil 
That was it, no excè] 

However, she sJ 
hospital, they w* 
really good, 
other paTesém

Alternative families ml

W 'ChosCarrie says that although she is not 
completely "out" at work, she doesn't hide 
her lesbianism in her day-to-day life. When 
her son was bom, she and her partner 
appeared on CBC television as part of a 
program on alternative families.

"I try to be out in that way. I try to let 
people know we're doing it, we're out 
here," she says.

Cynthia describes herself as "not 
super-politicized."

"I'm just doing my thing. When I got 
pregnant, I didn't fed like it was a big 
political stand."

To make up for support 
from their immediate families

tea:
Tnents.

Cynthia's partner Dawn is the legal 
guardian of her daughter Chloe, and she 
has power of attorney as well. This means 
.Dawn can make decisions for Chloe if 
Biything happens to her or Cynthia. But 
There are no court rules which guarantee 
Dawn's right to see Chloe should the

ricofoften form a 'chosen family', a ne 
friends who support and understand each 
other. '-À V

"One thing we're trying to do is keep a 
balance of people in our lives," says ^ 
Cynthia. Chloe spends time with a family 
with four kids, and with her parents' gay 
male friends as well aswitjt lesbians. v 

Carrie says her dikbW^sIurif and 
Meghan are définit^ exposed to my 
lifestyle. They go to the wbrnep's coffee
houses, and I take them to women's 
events."

Sheila says she^wtij*' ' 12 
lesbian moms with you) 
her and her daugl^r's i

Being exposed to vanoîôs IîfE 
relationship options gives the 1$ _ 
to decide for themselves what thfeir own 
preferences are — an opportunity which 
combats homophobia by presenting gay or 
lesbian relationships as perfectly normal 
choices. When Niamh, Chloe, Joshua and 
Meghan get older, their pàrents hope 
they'll be able to stand up for themselves 
whatever their own choices and prefer
ences may be.

"I just hope for her she'll find a partner 
who'll treat her with respect and be good to 
her," says Sheila.

Pleir advalljp 
lers. If a donor

Anonymous|||K 
especially for M 
knows the idenflj 
he can sue for cu!

pie child he fathered, 
. Although he

Pregnancy in itself may not be a political probably would not immediately be 
statement, but lesbian mothers stand out in granted custody, he has a good chance in 
both the lesbian and straight communities, the court system as it now exists. And he 
The straight community has difficulty
accepting that lesbians can be mothers, and non-biological parent in a lesbian family, 
some members of the lesbian community 
sometimes have trouble accepting that a 
mother can be a lesbian.

“Her family life is 
being invalidated, 

and that scares 
me for her sake. 

It scares me if her 
world is telling 
her that her life 
doesn't exist”

F
■pipdefinitely has more rights than the

But Cynthia's lawyer, who is also a 
lesbian, has assured her there is little 
chance she could lose custody to an 
anonymous father.

"I don't have the father's name on the 
birth certificate. I honestly don't know his 
name. I got protected as well as I could," 
Cynthia says.-

For women with children from previous 
marriages, however, the question of 
custody is much more tenuous.

Sheila left her five-year marriage when 
her daughter was a year-and-a-half old.

"My ex-husband was banking on the

ce

Once, Cynthia was talking to a woman 
at a gay bar who asked why she hadn't 
seen her there before. Cynthia explained 
she was usually at home with her daugh
ter. "She got pretty freaked out," Cynthia 
says.

Carrie says the lesbian community in 
her area is generally not that supportive. 
"They're living their own lives, and that 
doesn't include kids."

Like other lesbians and gay men.



Women seek the 52 percent solution
Judy Rebick is president of the National Action 

Committee on the Status of Women (NAC), 

a coalition of five hundred women's organizations 

across Canada. In the face of a neo-conservative 

political climate NAC plays a crucial role in pushing 

feminist alternatives to the forefront of political 

debate. In an interview with Excalibur's 

David Black, Rebick discusses the new direction of 

feminism in Canada.
by David Block

ment for everyone else. We see that not only cated level of coalition politics in Canada, S
in Canada, but internationally. relative to almost any other country, partly 5

The struggle to challenge that ideology is because of the weakness of our social ~
most powerful when it comes from the democratic party. In Europe, social move-
women s movement. That's because there is ments and the women's movement particu-
a competing ideology of women's equality larly don't exist in the same way. A lot of that Z,
that has been recognized at an international energy is directed toward the green and the »
level through the United Nations declaration social democratic parties. In Canada, those ”

status and equality for women. That groups are more independent,
equality is recognized, certainly in the western 
world, as a goal of society. As women, wecan Women I've interviewed have character- 1
challenge this ideology more successfully ized feminist politics as, first, motivated 5
than a lot of groups can. That's why we more by value statements or principles than ~
started the 52% Solution" strategy, and plan dogmatic explicit policy and, second, able 5

to make innovative connections between • 
issues as a kind of parallel to coalition- 

How does your work relate to the renascent building. How do you characterize feminist
movement politics of the 1990s? politics philosophically?

0
on

-5

to move it internationally.

MA/-U - , . Women are fifty percent of everyone, so it's
NAC has been doing new things in the social easy to make the connections. But I don't 
movements. For example, take the constitu- believe feminism is about principles, though 
tional debate. We've argued that the labour I agree it's not dogmatic. Like the environ- 
movement, disabled people, and minority mental movement, feminism operates ac- 
groups have to get more active in the consti- cording to a different theory of knowledge, 
tutional fight, and that that participation has Though that theory is not well-developed, in 

Yet the membershio sunoorts ihk jobeon thebasisof a ''threenations" position. both movements knowledge comes from the
David Black: Canadian feminism has seen And I, as a known raE, get vei/little f foSng^pfe represent an”^"^ ^ *?.the t<>P
federal government cuts to NAC and to criticism from the membership for the things to any of th^sitions taken by the ndS tradlt,onal leJ v,ew' whether you're
community-based programs for women Isay. * 8 partiesThat ÎkS J talking about social democracy or Marxism,
across the counhy, the failure of a proposed That's because women are running up the social movements is new’P is that an elite on the top develops a line and
public daycare program, and other difficul- against this wall eveiywhere we are, and brings it to the people. In the feminist move-
ties. Nonetheless, feminists continue to realizing that we have to go beyond the tra- People talk about the new coalition poli- ment, to contrast, we understand that knowl-
make themselves heard, as NACs high ditional belief that getting a few more women tics' with reference to the Action Canada edge comes from our experience, and then is
profile in Canada indicates. What is the in power will bring equality. Or that legal Network, for example. But the first coalition- develoPe<^ *nto a program. For example,
character of Canadian feminism at a time of equality—a significant achievement we won building happened between labour women with th,e "52% Solution", we developed a
high economic anxiety, and what role does by getting theChartér of Rights and Freedoms and community women in Toronto. There woman's charter which we took from NAC
it have in the national political culture? in 1981—means we will go on forwards was also the Solidarity movement in British P°licy and then Put out to our membership.

Columbia. The Network was a product of . What's 8°mg to come out of that process 
Judy Rebick: The feminist movement is Our "52% Solution" program was devel- those early experiences, and took it to a whole will be very different and much better than
playing a leadership role in terms of groups oped because we found that even inside the other level. Though the ACN started around w^al we Put *n- Th*s is not a consultation,
which aredisadvantaged in society or groups various coalitions in which we participate__ the issue of free trade, we soon learned that where we hear what women have to say and
which are out of power. The movement itself like the Action Canada Network (ACN)__ h-ee trade was part of a whole ideological t^len dec*de vvhat goes in. We're saying to
is undergoing a profound transformation, oppressed groups didn't have a voice. NAC a8enda- women that they can inform that charter
Up until several years ago, the movement hasa voice that'slistened toata nationallevel according to their experience, whether they're
was primarily white and middle class, and because when we enter a room, we represent Beyond national coalition politics, there's mral or urban, visible minority or white 
had as its goal very defined gender issues like five hundred groups. But at a local level starting to be an international meeting of women. It's not that wedon't have a program, 
abortion, day care, and pay equity. women in those groups feel isolated and minds arcnmd issues that is very new. The but that that program is constantly in pro-

What's happened in the last several years often dominated. We found we have to or- debate around free trade, with groups in cess- 
is that, in the attempt to include women of ganize independently as women in order to Canada, the U.S., and Mexico meeting to- 
colour, aboriginal, disabled and working class influence the coalitions, something that's true 8etheriis verY new. We're also thinking about In 311 °P-ed article in the October 1991 Globe 
women, we have also understood that the of visible minorities as well. a conference of women against the global about Senate reform, you offered as
agenda of feminism has to be much broader. The "52% Solution" argues that there is a neo-conservative agenda, where we would fn alternative to provincial representation

There's always been a socialist feminist global ideological current which has "hege- develoP an international strategy for the in that institution the idea of "communities
current in the Canadian women's movement, mony" or ideological dominancein the world women's movement. of interest". How does that idea contrast
a current which has been stronger here than That hegemony is the notion that global We re ™ay ahead of this in Canada. The with more traditional or liberal concepts of 
almost anywhere else in the world. That competition and profit for business is the women s movement in other countries has individual citizenship? 
current always argued that the women's way to guarantee prosperity for everyone, not yet 8ot to this point. So Canada can play 
movement has to make coalition with other and that prosperity will mean good social a leadershiP role, just as Canada is playing a Increasingly, we're seeing our struggle in 
movements for social change and have a programs. So far, what we've seen is that similar role in the free trade issue. terms of one for collective and not individual
broader agenda. prosperity for business means impoverish- We've got to this verv differed rightS" faCt' women's ri8hts are often

But what's happening now is that the r & y different, sophisti- counterpoised to individual rights in society.
whole of the women's movement is recog- , *' 'i m Aboriginal and Black people are speaking of
nizing this. What we see is the movement lUC IHVHïffclOgV group rights too.
becoming more and more active in areas of ® ' We're not rejecting the liberal notion of
anti-racism, economic and anti-poverty is- JjBfj^ • -, , - - individual rights completely, since we still
sues, social issues like the national question », * Ol 1110.1 VItill3ll need them. But in 1990, collective rights has
and the constitution, and also beginning to become the predominant issue, because you
make a radical critique of institutions in so- • u- i have a systemic and systematic oppression of
ciety. That's a critique which has always rl^lllS mIIO groups which together form a majority in
in the way we're doing it now. 8 • The mythology of individual rights and

What's happening is that while feminism A3? ■ lOCli their importance to democracy has been per
is not as visible as it has been in the past, the petrated on a population that knows very
women's movement is much stronger because 4-rv little democracy. In a society with such a
women have a much bigger role in mass » III huge gap between rich and poor, the notion
institutions. Women are taking power inside ^^B of equality isanabsurd notion when you take
these institutions—the media, the university, s*F ▼ ^^^B ^A|t| OCl*3r*V into account that division. We're challenging
the trade unions, the aboriginal and Black ^ at-J the idea that the protection of individual
communities—in a way that's more effective - rights ensures equality, and believe that idea
than if the women's movement existed out- I |1^^ DCCI1 antithetical to the women's and aboriginal
side these institutions. Issues that women movements. Treating everyone the same in
have been historically and are presently an unequal society promotes inequality,
concerned with—namely the violence and OCrOCtrâtCU As for the constitutional debate, thtway
the abortion choice'issues—are becoming ujfcfc * * that collectivities are being recognizedon
much more a part of the mainstream. v % Ik the basis of provincial interests. But those

' ' Oil 51 interests are not those of the people, but de
fined in terms of the provincial governments.

1 , # Certainly, there are regional realities inOOpUiatlOn this country. Being a feminist in Nova Scotia
is different than being one in Vancouver, 

.f.'ft- _ m This notion that the provinces should have amat say in Senate selection, for example, is about
V power politics and not about representation.
klinwc 11,6 collectivity °f women, of visible mi-

»V ^ VCry nori ties, or of urban versus rural populations
is not recognized.

little democracy"

of radical.

hereafter.

Beyond national coalition politics, there's 
starting to be an international meeting of 

women in those groups feel isolated and minds around issues that is very new.

¥
V-,

How is that critique of institutions making 
itself known?

One of the central campaigns NAC adopted *
at our last annual meeting was something 
called the "52% Solution", a feminist alterna
tive to the neo-conservative agenda. This 
was adopted by an organization which has 
five hundred member groups, including the 
YWCA and the Women's Committee of the 
United Church of Canada. This is not a 
radical membership, in the traditional sense

Ü
'

/■ David Black is a graduate student in Social and 
Political Thought.



PEN fights to free women’s thoughts
| by Mora MacDonald still under detention despite being trying to get the gut out... keeping 

awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in the family together." She adds 
October 1990. that "they are subject to surveil-

Maria Elena Cruz, a 37-year- lance and intimidation." 
old Cuban writer and poet was 
sentenced last November to two 
years in a maximum security 
prison after publishing a letter 
with other Cuban intellectuals 
which included calls for talks on 
direct elections to the National

retribution for an external anti-
government act.

According to Bauer, writers are 
not jailed so much for their 
writings as for their beliefs and 
associations; "they just belong to 
the wrong group" she says. What 
makes politically active writers a 
threat is that their opinions may 
sooner or later be transferred 
through the pen. In atmospheres 
of repression "journalists are the 
first to go," says Bauer, followed 
by poets, novelists and play
wrights.

Aung San Suu Kyi from Burma 
(Mayanmar) is one such writer. 
Suu Kyi had published several 
works including children's books 
prior to becoming Secretary- 
General of Burma's National

e
~ The writers are as high-profile as 

Burmese Nobel prize-winner 
Aung San Suu Kyi and as faceless 
as a 25 year-old Tibetan Buddhist 

g; mm known only as Kunsang.
— Some have written as little as a 
V political pamphlet, some have 
-5 written volumes of books, or are 
o editors of newspapers. All share 
® the experience of political 

_2 imprisonment by governments 
^ threatened by their ability to 
5 express their beliefs through the 
* written word. And all share this 

experience as women.
Imprisoned women writers are 

in the minority, compared to their 
male colleagues. Case files 
compiled in Fall 1991 by Interna
tional PEN, a world-wide writers' 
organization which defends 
writers' rights of expression, 
showed that out of 323 writers 
who were either in prison or 
facing restrictions, only 20 were 
women.

Jan Bauer, director of the 
Canadian PEN centre provides 
one explanation for the disparity, 
saying that in atmospheres of 
political oppression, "women are 
more inclined to mind their own 
business" and that it is only when 
"circumstances are ineluctable" 
that some decide to take action.

According to Bauer, the 
decision has much to do "with the 
preoccupations...(and) the role of 
women in society." In many 
countries the opportunity for 
women to write is rare in itself.
For those few women who do 
write, responsibilities such as 
raising children, taking care of a 
home and a husband, even 
obtaining clean water make 
political risk-tasking a non-option.

PEN cases of women who have 
found circumstances "ineluctable" 
come from around the globe 
although the greatest concentra
tion is in countries with absolute 
regimes or quasi-democracies. The

♦ The horror can extend to male
writer's female colleagues. Bauer 
relates the story of the secretary of 
a Peruvian journalist facing 
governmental harassment. One 
day she received a package for her 
boss. When she opened the 
package it blew up in her face,Assembly, dropping of travel 

restrictions and release of political killing her. 
prisoners. Cruz was also a The fundamental principal
member of an independent behind PEN, says Bauer, is that
political analysis group and in "you have the right to express 
March 1991 was expelled from the yourself and the right to enquiry.. 
National Union of Cuban Writers and it could happen to us tomor

row." However, Bauer adds, it is 
sometimes hard for her not to feel

and Artists, presumably for her 
political activities.

Political associations also affect special empathy for the plights of 
the female partners of male 
writers facing repression. These 
women, Bauer says, "suffer 
equally... often they can't hold a
job... they spend most of their time terms: "She is I and I am she."

her female colleagues facing 
severest repression. She expresses 
her personal philosophy towards 
these cases in simple yet eloquent

League for Democracy — noworganization is investigating 
several cases of women journalists banned by the government — in 
in China who have been arrested late 1980. Her political activities

led to Suu Kyi being p 
house arrest in July 1989. She is

laced underand confined on largely ambigu
ous chatges. Turkey, although
recognized as a democracy, also ^ - - e # -,tLwte^r,ri8hB Some men finally reject violence
country include that of Fatma 
Yazici, a female editor convicted 
in 1990 for (among other charges) 
publishing the Helsinki Watch 
Committee report on rights 
abuses against Kurds in Turkey; 
and that of Ulker Karayel, a 
journalism student who is 
reported to still be in prison after 
being arrested and later tortured 
for participating in a Labour Day 
demonstration in May 1991.

Torture is a common feature in 
political detentions. But for 
women there is another aspect, 
says Jan Bauer: "Rape is a given 
when a woman is arrested...they 
are spared nothing." Bauer says
the first 72 hours after an arrest 
are critical "...it's when the worst 
things happen." Periodic torture 
can continue for the next one to

by Sheeno Jarvis Sharon Chimming of York’s other acts of violence. 
Sexual Harassment Education and Many men became aware of the 
Complaint Centre described the need to oppose violence against 
emergence of these men’s groups as women in the wake of Dec. 6, 1989, 
encouraging and necessary.

“Men organizing against violence Montreal university. Last Dec. 6, men
against women is fairly new,” she organized the White Ribbon Cam- 
said. “For the most part there are a lot paign, where they wore white ribbons
of men who haven’t thought about the in solidarity with women in opposi-
issues a lot,” but “It’s important for tion to rape and misogynist violence, 
men to be able to say this is inappro
priate.”

SHEACC does seminars on cam- the White Ribbon Campaign said that 
pus in which men and women are while it may not seem as if things are 
divided into separate groups and asked changing all that quickly, we are en- 
to complete sentences (such as - “I tering a new era of openness and 
feel threatened when...”). Chimming understanding, 
said this “hits home that men and

Men are finally organizing to oppose 
rape — an issue women have been 
struggling against for years.

Rape is a crime of violence, a 
crime motivated primarily by the 
desire to control and dominate rather 
then by the desire for sexual gratifi
cation. Traditionally in our society it 
is males who are socialized to be the 
aggressors, the dominators, the con
trollers, and females who are social
ized to be passive, submissive and to 
accept patterns of male violence as 
the norm. It is from this sex-role ste-

when 14 women were murdered at a

Michael Kaufman, a professor at 
York who was one of the founders of

reotype that many actsof rape emerge.
Whether a woman is raped by 

someone she knows or not, the fact
“The Montreal Massacre was a

women have very different expert- real turning point for men. The sheer 
ences and attitudes.” horror of that event galvanized

For this reason, and because “some Canada. For the first time hundreds of 
men won’t listen unless it comes from thousands of men were forced to look 
another man,” SHEACC is setting up at the levels of violence against
a Peer Education Project for next fall women,” Kauffman said, 
which will use a male and a female “While not all men are violent, 
student representative in each college virtually all men are silent and by 
to organize events and awareness their silence have allowed the vio- 
projects. The program will be “stu- lence to continue. The significance of 
dents educating students,” according things such as the white ribbon cam- 
to Chimming, and will be geared to paign is that men have begun to break 
changing attitudes towards rape and that silence.”

still remains that control of her body, 
her sexuality and her right of choice 

two weeks. Sometimes a reprieve has been taken away from her by the 
is granted only to have the torture male aggressor. 
suddenly resumed again, as Up until recently, the onus has 

been on women to protect themselves 
against rape. Women have been 
forced to become virtual prisoners in 
their own society. They fear to walk 
alone at night, to go anywhere 
unaccompanied, they are compelled 
to watch what they wear, who they 
see, what they say in order to not 
“bring” the rape upon themselves.

On university campuses all over 
Canada, women are put in danger in 
residences, classrooms and offices;

International Women’s Week
from discoveryrecovery

5^ went «.worth* native women’s groups 
in Ontario and Quebec.A tunc

what men can do
Wednesday, March 4 • Refuse to accept traditional male stereotypes which view men as the 

aggressors, controllers, or dominators
• Understand that not “scoring” is OK and doesn’t make you less of a 
man. Resist peer pressure.
• Understand that no really does mean no, no matter how it is expressed, 
and that it is a person’s right to say no at any point in time no matter how 
far the physical intimacy has progressed
• Understand that it is never OK to force a woman into sexual relations 
no matter what you think she wants or whether you’ve had sex before
• Communicate honestly what you expect from a relationship, sexually 
and emotionally
• Do not assume you know what your partner wants or that you both want 
the same degree of intimacy
• Work at actively changing attitudes in society. Speak out against 
violence against women. Get involved.

many are afraid to stay on campus at 
night.• Snowdogs

• The Matriphiles
• Sarah Peebles & Helen Dryz.| Encouragingly, more and more 

men are becoming involved in men’s 
groups aimed at supporting the women 
who are fighting back against rape.

Jim Ducker, a member of the Uni
versity of Toronto men’s forum, said 
in his group men are examining the 
issue of violence against women. 
Through discussions, seminars and 
workshops they are addressing issues 
that men have traditionally been silent 
about, such as sexism in the class
room.

Thursday, March 5
• Celtic Gales
• Cate Flriesen Trio
• Rebecca Barclay

Friday, March 6i • New Black Nation
• Gloria Blizzard & the Wind
• Rose Stella
• Tisa Farrell
• Brian Wright McLeod
• Brend Baker

*M events at 9,-OOpm. $7.00 onigia/$10.00 two 
night pass at Toronto Women's Booh Store, 
Piges, or Another Story.

18 Metro Men Against Violence is 
another men ’ s group that is looking at 
the ways in which men can address 
problems of rape and sexism. “We 
are a group of men who seek ways of 
challenging and developing alterna
tives to individual and social expres
sions of violence, primarily but not 
solely against women,” said Eric 
Malmsten, a member of the Toronto- 
based group.

what women can do
• Refuse to accept the female stereotype which depicts women as passive 
or submissive. Decide for yourself how you want to view male and 
female gender roles and how you want to be viewed.
• Understand that it is always your right to say no, no matter what the 
circumstances
• Be in charge of your life by practicing assertive behaviour. Resolve not 
to be passive to physical intimacy that you do not want to accept
• Recognize that all men do not rape and do not perpetrate violence 
against women. While there are certain patterns of aggression that may 
or may not indicate a tendency towards violence in any particular 
individual, men are not innately violent
• Understand that the responsibility of confronting violence against 
women belongs to both males and females
• Work at actively changing attitudes in society. Speak out against 
violence against women. Get involved.

At The Underground: Friday, March 6
FEMFEST'82 Sheila Gostic & Mourning Sickness 

with Random Order

Saturday, March 7
SJOam Sunrise ceremony Queen’s Paik 
tMmnPotiuck breakfast Trinity St Paul Centre

1130m The March From Native Canadian Centre

,,f7rV,

Vb3tpm Rally Queen's Park to Ryeroon 
1-ëHÛpmFair Ryeroon, Jorgerson Hall

Ifsocial St Lawrence Market North HalliJtfm Evening %dance '•fytli 'vXS



Shocked gets sharp outside schools/ "radical ghettos"
in which she includes not only pro- "I love that side of it," she says, 
test-singing beatniks but also in- "You're crazy as long as the insur- 2 
fluences as diverse as blues ance is there." 
songwriters Leadbelly and Big Bill 
Broonzy, bluegrass music, Guy 
Clark, Townes Van Zandt and 
hardcore bands like the Circle Jerks 
and the Dead Kennedys.

"It's real subversive music un-

By Michael O'Keeffe
Canadian University Press

a
She fled to Europe, again settling ^ 

in with the squatter movement in 
Amsterdam. "They say 'America — 
Love it or leave it.' So I left."

n March and April 
she will go on tour 
again and expects 
to hit Vancouver, 
Toronto, Ottawa, 
Montreal and sev
eral university 

towns in the United States — but 
she says she will not play any school.

♦I C>l i

And although she has fond ^ 
like bands like Guns HN Roses and memories of the friends and com- v 
other commercial stuff," she says, munities, much of the expatriate's -= 
"Theonly thing they rockis thecash romance faded when she was raped 5 
box." in Italy. In 1986, Shocked decided to *

come home to Texas for a visit and

fey

m And although she is only 25, her 
life has already taken so many un
usual twists that she writes with the 
authority of someone much older.
Episodes in her life story include

ShockedgrimacingasSanFrancisco being a squatter, traveller, rape vie- covered" in a punk-folk fairy tele
folk rock, progressive female mu- police arrested her at a protest dur- hm' Mormon, inmate at a psychiat- like way by Pete La wrence, a British
sicians who have risen incongru- ingthel984 Democraticconvention ric hospital, expatriate, runaway, music entrepreneur.

She won't play at colleges or ously toward the end of this conser- It was after that arrest that Shocked j^bm! and skateboard punk rocker, Using his Walkman, Lawrence 
universities, Michelle Shocked says, vative decade. (who declines to reveal her real to name just a few. recorded Shocked — and the back-
because students too often form Unlike the more overtly political name) adopted her stage moniker The oldest of eight children, she ground crickets—duringoneofthe 
radical ghettoes, impressing each Chapman however, Shocked ar- because, she says, it described "the was inspired by her "hippie-athe- festival's ubiquitous late-night

other with their political correct- ticulates her hunches and expert- way I felt. It said it all " ist" father's love of adventure and campfire sessions. He returned to
ness but not taking their message ences into vignette like songs that, Nevertheless, these days music. At 16, she ran away from her London and released what became
whereit is seldom heard. for many students, have become Shocked finds herself working for strict Mormon mother ("a real known as "The Texas Campfire

When they leave they're like personal soundtracks. Polygram, one of the world's larg- Tammy Baker type") and her step- Tapes." It soon became a big under-
Peace Corp. volunteers in their own I tell stories, shesays. "They're est record labels. The company pro- father, a career Army man. ground hit and led to a contract

Shocked moved to Dallas then, with Polygram Records.

to attend the Kerville Folk Festival, -5 
a laid-back Mayfost she had always 5 
loved. *

i

Ü8)SB At Kerville, Shocked was "dis-
nist" — is one of the new voices in

film • theatre • t'aliènes • music

"I tell stories," shesays. "They're
country," she says. "I tell 'em to go very political. It's just that conclu- vides herwith theresourc^to'reach __________________ .,
to rural Arkansas and places like sions can be drawn in many differ- a large audienceand the freedom to m 1981, to Austin, where she at- 
that. There's lots of work for them to ent ways." - - - --
do there."

Although her perma nent address
convey her message undiluted. "I tended the University of Texas, mi- is still a houseboat in London, En- 

_ . „ Though most of the songs on the don't know if I can do anything grated to San Francisco, where she gland, Shocked says she will spend
The second album by this 25- album aren t overly political — ex- within the system," she says. moved into a squatters' commune a lot more time in the United States

aroundd—Lofœ*sm- 8,ven 1 barre,h"ofre- 

M Share TÏÏhv |H, . h WOMAD) a„d the Christie Insti- her mo,her know of ,hei, fears ,h,t This way, she can help people

Sh“r",ryïmore,hanius,a rr rherrme'shszs:^Æ»» SSï'?-"P Atone S' artisTtike Tracy andXw"' tohon“tesness clalmi”8 Baders and their looking for," Stocked says. Her “indents are in a time where
Chapman oî sSnite V^, ISbhd and white cover SregSSSfeS"^ :<*"*• -hey need to „ke the time ,eam

Shocked, — who describes herself photo on "Short Sharped Shocked" She says her roots are in 
as an "anarchist, populist and femi- establishes her image. It features America's counter-culture tradition.

a trie hospital in Dallas. Her release about what's going and about dis- 
came a few months later when her sent. Dissent can make you more 
mother's insurance ran out. articulate."

If I can't revolution, it's not my dance
demanded the same mould of 
all his female dancers, Gelsey 
Kirkland being the most 
famous.

The ideal female image in 
ballet is that the dancer is very 
young. If you're not in a ballet 
company by the age of 21, 
chances are you never will be 
(if you are male, your chances 
are higher). Generally, you 
must be tall. If you are 5'3" or 
less, you must be exceptional 
to make up for the lost height. 
You must have good "turn
out" which is a distortion of 
the legs that exposes the inner 
part of the thigh. And of course 
you must be very, very thin. 
This means no bum, no hips 
and no tits. The Ballanchine 
body type strips women of 
their curves and makes them 
look like little girls—surely a 

iles. It

Ailey image of the female 
dancer encouraged women to 
look like women. Unlike the 
male ideals for women dancers 
in the Romantic Era, the 
purpose behind the Ailey 
image of the female dancer was 
to accurately portray women's 
role in Afro-American culture.

For the first time in my 
training, I realized I could still 
dance and not have to compro
mise my own body.

This was my first introduc
tion to the Dunham and 
Graham dance technique. 
Katherine Dunham was a 
leading Afro-American in 
contemporary dance. She 
worked closely with Ailey and 
the company is partially 
basedon her choreographic 
style. Martha Graham was a 
pioneer in modem dance. Her 
contribution to contemporary 
dance is phenomenal and has 
carved the way for post
modern dance, which tends to 
deviate from sex-stereotyping 
M^teke on androgynamj*^^ 
•kv hwnale and fagflv y .

raphers, artistic directors, head 
administrators and patrons of 
the ballet.

In the Romantic Era, 
European ballerinas such as 
Marie Taglioni and Fanny 
Essler kept their voluptuous
ness because it was what the 
audience wanted to see. In an 
age where Victorian morals 
prevailed, being able to see a 
woman's cleavage or exposed 
calf was akin to watching a live 
sex show. In fact many of the 
dancers at the Paris Opera 
Ballet during the Romantic Era 
were mistresses for male ballet-

fay diristine F. de Leon most ballets between men and 
women. The energy behind 
Graham's movement is found 
in the use of breath which 
makes the body contract or 
release the contraction. 
Graham requires a mature 
knowledge of one's own body 
because it has a very sexual 
nature.

Graham is movement, 
choreography and image that 
was invented by a woman. In 
many of her dances, women 
are not portrayed as weak or 
irrational, nor are they placed 
on a pedestal. She often takes 
on roles such as Jocasta, 
Clytemnestra or a strong 
pioneer woman of the Ameri
can frontier.

I am now in my second year 
in the dance at York. For the 
first time in years I have not 
been obsessed with my weight 
or height or breast size. In fact,
I embrace the physical qualities 
that define me as a woman. I 
have also leamedabout 
movement 
fanage, a
fct meanfll '-aj frhâu sad

I was twelve when I decided I 
wanted to become a ballerina. 
Ballet was so enchanting, the 
women were so beautiful and 
always desirable, and the 
leading men were absolute 
gods. Tutus and satin pointe 
shoes were a girl's initiation 
into the ballet world and from 
there on you worked to 
become the next Karen Kain or
the next Gelsey Kirkland....you
and thousands of other little 
girls with the same ideals in 
mind. goers.

However, the fairy tele 
quickly fades when young 
dancers get rejected or thrown 
out of company schools like the 
National Ballet or the Royal 
Winnipeg. Usually the decision 
to acceptor deny entrance into 
these schools has nothing to do 
with your artistic abilities as a 
dancer, but rather your body 
type. I was fourteen when the 
National rejected me, and I 
noticed that the girls who got 
to stay for the rest of the 
audition were all about 5”6’, 
blonde and very, very thin. ,

The anorexic ideal for the J 
female ballet dancer is derived I 
from Suzanne Parrel, a famous I 
American ballerina in the jjj
sixties with the New York City I 
Ballet. The artistic director for 1 
NYCB, George Ballanchine was ’ 
obsessed with Parrel's long 
lines, and thiqgiess. He

So, at fourteen I began to 
starving myself to fit an image 
that was created by a man. 
Most teenage girls can't wait to 
begin developing curves. I 
hated my body for it, consider
ing the change a betrayal. For 
the next four years I thought 
that being thin was my ticket to 
a ballet company. After high 
school graduation, reality

realizec^UMBi*^
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^Finally there's Canadian film you can't help but like
E by Anthony finari m%

m^ With all the media hype (ads,
Ïsoundtrack, comic book, etc.),
E Highway 61 is one film that should 
£ prove to be successful in Canada,
3 even though it’s Canadian. Why? P 
2 Because it’s fun. jfc j
• Highway 61 is a journey down the jk '*

road popularized by Bob Dylan. It " 
starts in the fictional town of Pickerel 
Falls when Pokey (Don McKellar, - 
who also wrote the script), the town - ^ 
barber, finds a dead body in the back 
of his house-turned-salon. Like the 
rest of the film, the opening sequence 
is unpretentious, working, if anything, (jwfl 
like a low-key episode of Twin Peaks.

The unidentified body is claimed 
by Jackie Bangs (Valerie Buhagiar), 
an ex-roadie who sees it as an oppor
tunity to smuggle drugs to Memphis.
This is complicated by Mr. Skin, a 
self-styled Satan (played by Earl 
Pastko) who wants the body to claim 
the deceased’s soul.J Thus, the journey begins,

j Highway 61 is littered with off
beat characters that everybody can rience, then from hearsay. There is American Dream and is trying to live he shuttles around mral America in a 
recognize, if not through direct expe- the father who has totally bought the it through his three daughters, whom camper.

Highway 61
(traded by Brute McDonald 

starring Brute McKellar and Valerie Buhagiar 
produced by Shadow Shows

.

M

We also encounter Claude, a ste
reotypical northern Ontario French 
Canadian. And then there’s Pokey, a 
character who seems to embody how 
Canadians see themselves: humble 
and shy, with a lot of pent-up creative 
energy just dying to come out.

Two scenes in Bruce McDonald 
(Roadkill)'s film stand out. In one, 
the overzealous father takes a shotgun 
to poor Pokey and Jackie when they 
“borrow” his ex-wife’s dress hanging 
on a clothesline. Then there is the 
episode where Satan runs into a small 
town Bingo parlour to win money to 
buy souls and ends up winning a 
toaster oven. Scenes like these are 
light, but critical of American culture.

Highway 6Vs charm is that it re
tains a b-movie quality. This makes it 
different from most Canadian films, 
which tend to take themselves very 
seriously (Patricia Rozema’s overly- 
intellectual White Room, for ex
ample). It is also a Canadian film you 
can watch without being reminded of 
our alleged problems developing a 
‘national identity.’

So, beware all you Canadian film 
haters. Highway 61 is a film you may 
not help liking.

*/
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Valerie Buhcrcjiar and Don McKellar dance among the tombstones in Bruce McDonald's Highway 61. The film is littered 
with wonderful off-beat characters and hilarious comic set-pieces, including a scene where before chickens are served 
for dinner, they must be chased through a huge mansion with handguns. Don't try to figure it out — see the film.

Mississippi Masala uniqueinterrarial love story
by Prasad Bidoye Masala, the independent film cur

rently having difficulty obtaining a 
wide release.

Krishna’s ecstatically witty piece 
about Toronto’s Indian community is 
far more intriguing. Perhaps the dif
ference in quality is the difference 
between compromise and ingenuity.

%

- lMira Nair’s first film since 1988’s 
critically acclaimed Salaam Bombay! 
is a unique interracial love story be
tween an African-American man and 
an East Indian woman. Set in the NEXT ISSUE:

Bruce Macdonald interview

fîtes! contest contest contest contest contest contest contest contest c 
ntest contest contest contest contest contest contest contest contest c

southern states and drained of any 
archetypal romanticism, it explores 
the White/Black, rich/poor dialect, 
digging deep into the cultural psyche 
and unearthing the tensions between 
more finely separated traditions.

Newcomer Sari ta Choudhury 
plays Mina, the only daughter of a 
renowned lawyer who was exiled from 
Uganda during Idi Amin’s 1972 
ban on Asians. Denzel Washing
ton plays her lover, Demetrius, a self- 
made man, esteemed by the Black 
community for running his own busi
ness. The combination is a break
through for modem cinema.

Unfortunately, the relationship is 
unspeakable for the supporting char
acters in the film. The two families 
are shocked by the couple’s scandal
ous meeting at a motel (involving 
intercourse, a minor fight and a series Santa Choudhury and Denzel Washington star in Mira Hair's Mississippi 
of arrests). Masala. The movie looks at a relationship between the daughter of Asi

In American racial conflict, Asians and an American Black man.
are often glibly substitu ted for Whites 
(for instance, on Ice Cube’s Black 
Korea). But in Mississippi Masala,
Nair and scriptwriter Sooni 
Taraporevala portray the society ac
curately, without resorting to weak 
liberal explanations.

Mina is ostracized for disgracing larly made to feel guilty for shaming 
her family name, bringing outrage to his people. As a consequence, his 
all East Indians. Demetrius is simi- business falters. Without sentimen-

Utii

At the rate the Excalibur arts section has been giving away free stuff you 
could be forgiven for mistaking us for eye WEEKLY. Have no fear! Ex
calibur has no intention of publishing anything by William Burrill in the 
future. However, in conjunction with the folks at Columbia, we’d like to 
offer you a package o' prizes based on the film:
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tality, the conflict brings Mina and 
Demetrius to their own angry con
frontation.

In a strong scene, Mina’s father 
argues with Demetrius, shouting about 
the struggle he has faced as an exile 
and about trying to give his daughter 
the life he didn’t have. Demetrius 
stops him, steadfastly replying that 
he’s a Black man living in the south,
“so don’t tell me about struggle!”

Racism is so alive in America, it 
even exists among non-White, but 
racially distinct peoples. Nair’s por
trayal of this society sensibly exam
ines the brewing social tensions, 
preserving a symmetrical anger.

Nair ’ s cast is obviously an attempt 
to fit into Hollywood’s clique. Denzel 
Washington appearing alongside 
veteran actor Roshan Seth may seem 
mainstream on the billboard lights.
Fortunately, his acting is smooth, not 
overpowering the other performers.

Sari ta Choudhury is appropriately 
angst-ridden, but at times amateurish 
— though that could be more an ef
fect of working with hot-shot actors 
than her own inability.

Mississippi Masala is promising.
But with the production’s compro-

h^itTed? ithSïîy writes ^th ltest contest contest contest contest contest contest contest contest o 
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FILM
Mississippi Masala 
(traded by Mira Nair

starring Denzel Washington and Roshan Seth 
produced by Mkabai Films

/

■Fine Arts Festival perfectly normal
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“They came...they saw...they left on the 106...a pretty normal fine arts 
festival” is drawing nigh, and so the publicity bombardment begins. The 
Fine Arts Festival is an annual smorgasbord of events organized by the 
Creative Arts Students’ Association during which we unleash our talents 
on the York community.

The events, which range from an art installation in Osgoode to a 
comedy troupe performing in York Lanes .occur in and around almost 
every building on campus. We cater to the masses, offering jazz, dance, 
film, visual arts and guerilla theatre. Best of all, the majority of these 
events arc free. Free! Ah, what a sweet sounding word in these recessionary 
times!

'~Mm iwii ^[iiniyii ^imiii -»»- Esa •
AA— valant FEATURING MUSIC BY • WARRANT ■ 3RD BASS ■ PM DAWN • SEAL • TONY TERRY ■ GERARDO

Intrigued? There are 20 prize packages to be won. Each package will consist 
of passes to the movie, a poster, and a pair of sweatshorts. Special grand 
prizes will include the movie’s soundtrack. Interested? In 50 words or less, 
answer the following question: If you were a gladiator, who would you 
want to be in a ring fighting against, and why? Write your name and a 
phone number where you can be reached below your answer, and drop it off 
at the Excalibur office, 420 Student Student Centre any time until 6 pm, 
Monday, March 9. Please put "Gladiator Contest” on the front of the 
envelop so we know it isn’t from somebody who hates us. The 20 most 
interesting answers as judged by Excalibur's panel of experts (including Ira 
Nayman, Lee Romberg, Eric Alper, Harry Rudolfs and Lilac Cana) will win 
a prize package. All decisions by the judges are final.

The Festival starts on Wednesday, March 11 and runs until March 13, 
culminating at the Underground in a Cabaret, another Fine Arts tradition. 
Schedules of events will be available in the Centre for Fine Arts (the 
building with all the windows) or in York Lanes starting Monday, March 
9. You can also call the CASA office at extension 20205.

Don’t miss the bus! Come join the excitement. Events are happening 
day and night, and if you don’t find us, we'll be sure to find you. So, sit 
back, relax and enjoy the ride.



Caustic Gostick set to appear at the Underground |
I licity—I took notes while hiding the £

by Harry Rudolfs IV L. \w I I— \Af pad on my lap. Nonetheless, she at- ^
I caught Sheila Goslick’s show last ^ ^ ^ jfl Ï

just drifting out as Gostick s fans Fridoy, Mardi 6
piling in for the ten o’clock 

performance.
Gostick, who performs at the 

Underground this Friday, set herself 
up at the front of the stage and pulled 
out a pile of newspaper clippings 
which she used as props for her shtick, 
which she calls “The Friday Night 
News.”

Sheila hit fast and hard. No estab
lishment target is safe from her acer
bic wit, whether it be cops, June 
Rowlands, or vaginal pouches (the 
newest form of birth control for 
women).

She began by taking on Mayor 
Rowlands’ proposal to build more 
parking spaces at Bloor and Yonge:
“Subways are a communist idea, any
way.” Quoting from an article in the 
Toronto Star which says the TTC is 
losing money, she said, “How much 
does it cost to lose two skydomes full 
of people every day? As though this is 
the international measure these days, 
the big scrotum at the base of the CN 
Tower.”

Next, she took a swipe at the Re
form Party and its infiltration by the 
Heritage Front in a Beaches riding 
“where ethnic food is like ‘give me a 
tea biscuit and hold the raisins.’
Droege (one of the infiltrators) is a 
past Imperial Dragon of the Ku Klux 
Klan, but so is David Duke; they’re 
just politicians. They (members of 
the Heritage Front) flew to Libya for 
Khaddafi’s birthday. The Reform 
Party had no idea who these guys 
were and had them looking after se-

She rarely turns down a wor- 5 
thy benefit, perhaps at her own ex- ^ 
pense; the world of comedy has cer- -2 

*j|31 tainly not made her wealthy.
. But she is a sharp dresser. When 5 

jfifl I saw her at the warehouse, she wore 
SMB • a brown suit with a red shirt and a 

iÉÜi silver bolo tie. Once, at the Rivoli a 
few years ago, she wore these wild 

e9kP buckskin chaps that made her look 
W sort of like a goat, which I spilled a 
WfffjjH beer on (accidentally, of course). She 
’■H i never noticed.

was
were *5curity at meetings. They just hired j 

these guys as bouncers.” J
Even Premier Rae wasn’t spared I 

from her iconoclastic tirades. Hold- j 
ing up his picture, she said, “Look at I 
him — he looks like a muppet, sing- 1 
ing ‘we’re all tories now.’” j

On George Bush, she read a 
headline that said he has ‘Deregula
tion Fever.’ “So that’s what he had in , Interestingly, her cowgirl chic
Japan. You know there was a report predates K.D. Lang, and her Tall Girl
by someone that he had actually i ■ -, - ,. > .. . . _i — ^ Corral has passed into history—along
The guy that phoned it in was imme- Thjs B a with Handsome Ned, rest his soul -
diately pm in a mental hospttal. It s % » one of the cornerstones of the

rockabilly renaissance that hit Queen
topics: female condoms. “They call it tion of the latest Metro Police budget. §treet a few years back. It’s a well- 

he went on TV holding up a bag of the reality pouch.” She held up a large “He (Metro police chief Bill kept secret, but K.D. couldn’t shine 
crack that someone had bought in a Labatt’s ad showing mirrored images McCormack) has got to keep up with gjjeila’s spurs, 
park across from the White House? I cf a busty woman and a man staring at the latest in police chief office fumi- jt wjjj interesting to see how
wonder why he had to go across the her. “That’s what girls are—a pair of ture.” Gostick also targeted “Metro’s she likes the Underground, one of the 
street when he could have just gone implants and a vaginal pouch. And Finest” spending $2 million on a pub- most absurd pieces of architecture at 
downstairs to the National Security yOU know who sponsors all the licity campaign. “All we hear about York — and you don’t have to go far

bookings in comedy clubs, don ’ t you V is their morale is very low. It’s like t0 pin(i absurdity around here. I won- 
Then she quoted from an article on referring to the brewery giant. “That’s we’re here to cheer up cops. Maybe der how she’ll enjoy playing to those 

breast implants: “‘One implant shifted why I’m working!” we should just get concentric circles ludicrous marble columns and the
under my armpit and dragged my «. .. tattooed on our backs.” dehumanizing, empty atmosphere of
nipple with it.’ If they want big tits so On Mulroney spending $5.5 mil- Regarding the demonstration by a place ^ iooks more like an edifice
much why not get these bags of toxics lion on a museum of humour in 2,000 cops in Montreal: “They’re to Italian fascism than it does a night
sewn up inside themselves? And Montreal, she said, bure, $5.o mil- demonstrating for the right to shoot c]u^
they’re not guinea pigs, no way — lion to build a dick-joke shrine. innocent Black people; but of course. Something tells me Sheila Gostick
guinea pigs don’t have tits that big! Gostick saved some of her best it wasn’t a racial incident,” she says, will ^ one Df y,e better things that 
And why test on animals when you ammunition for the police: “It’s like 1 bitingly. ever happened to York. She appears
can get women that pay? Animals they’re always stopping you on the Lastly, she commented on what to -n concert this Friday night, along 
don’t have money. Doctors are ones street and asking who you are, what do about the dispossessed. “They’ll with Mourning Sickness and Random
who had to get rid of witches in the are you doing in this town without a just freeze the homeless and find a Order (“the official Random Order
first place.” car, let’s see some I.D. Butl’mCana- cure later.”

dian, I don’t have an identity.”

ill3 iftaS
ÿ

-I m

not up to CNN to check their sources.” too c 
And more on Bush: “Remember

cover band”) in a benefit performance 
Gostick is not a mainstream per- for pemfest ’92. It could be the best 

She was scathing in her denuncia- former. She shuns reviews and pub- four bucks you ever spent!
From there, Gostick launched into 

a diatribe on one of her favourite
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| Henley's Crimes is about a typical dysfunctional family
normal, everyday dysfunctional and domestic violence. The charac- dominated relationships which 
family. The difference is that play- ters do their fair share of wallowing in trol their lives, 
wright Henley successfully holds up self-pity, but they also rise above it 
their dark spots for us to judge and and find humour in the worst of is between two sisters, one of whom 
examine.

£ by Krista Ellis TH EATRE con-

Crimei el the Heorl 
written by Beth Henley 
directed by Franco Boni 

Studio Theatre

One of the more memorable scenesV Someone once said that “drama is life 
"5 with the dull bits taken out.” If you 
| leave the dull bits in but laugh at them 
^ anyway, you get Crimes of the Heart.

Written by Beth Henley, Crimes of more than their share of skeletons in 
j* the Heart is the slightly macabre story the family closet. The Magraths are 
• of three southern sisters who have not famous or notorious; they are a

situations. has just tried to commit suicide by 
After the show director Franco putting her head in an electric oven, 

some of the saddest moments of our Boni was asked to describe the show Upon being discovered, she reveals
The play is a very comical look at

5

» lives, delving into themes of suicide, in one word. After a brief moment of w^y t^eir mother hung herself and 
mental and physical abuse, misogyny reflection, Boni’s eyes lit up and he beloved cat, to which her sister

said: “Explosion! * replies: “We’ve just got to leam to get
Thinking for a moment, Boni through these bad days. It’s getting to 

added: “There is, amidst the humour, 
an incredible seriousness. It’s all one

Verlaine and Rimbaud experience Eclipse
INTERVIEW

be a thing in our family.”
This production was quickly 

big release from beginning to end.” paced It was emotionally erratic,
I believe Boni has found the hu- bordering on hysterics, which often

made it difficult to watch.

cial order. The social order was tradi
tional, conforming, conservative, 
“normal.” He felt that he had to step 
outside of this social order and do 
everything that would derange his 
senses, would derange other peoples 
senses.

by Josh Morans

Total Eclipse, a play from the late 60s 
by Christopher Hampton (best known 
for writing the screenplay for the film 
Dangerous Liaisons) will be playing 
March 10 to 21 at the TSP Studio

Eclipse
written by Oiristopher Hampton 

itreded by Stafford Arima 
TSP Stado Theatre 

Mardi TO to 21

Total mour in the misery which Henley 
intended, the humour which makes 
us examine our own misery a little believable the scene where the 
closer, and take our own happiness a actors recklessly ran into walls which 
little less for granted. The three sis- shook, for instance. I found myself 
ters draw strength from one another, grasping the sides of my seat tightly, 
not only as family, but as women. “I clicking my heels together three times 
feel it is important for women to rely and whispering “willing suspension 
on each other, especially since they °f disbelief, willing suspension o 
have grown up in such a misogynistic disbelief- 
environment,” said Boni.

At times this production was un-

He didn’ t want to be like everybody 
talk to the show’s director, Stafford younger poet and experience this re- else. For him that meant as a 16 year

bellious life. He hopes it will make old boy, delving very deeply into
alcoholism and drugs, into... wild sex 

So that’s what the play basically which included a homosexual rela- 
does: recounts their relationship tionship with this poet. But it’s not a 

Stafford Arima: The play recounts (which) over a two year period was play that deals with gay issues in 
this [true story] of two poets, Paul very tumultuous, passionate and nineteenth century France.
Verlaine & Arthur Rimbaud... They violent, 
met in 1871 ; the older poet invites the
younger poet to come to dinner to talk Is it a homosexual play? 
about his work because this younger 
poet, Rimbaud, is a genius. He’s 17 No, no. 
years old, and he writes poetry that is
so advanced for his age that this older But there is a homosexual relation- 
poet is enthralled and invites him to ship, 
come to Paris.

(Verlaine) finds this younger poet There is a homosexual relationship graduating students. I don’t think that 
has new ideas about changing the between the two poets, but the play is graduating from York’s Theatre de
world, about becoming a god. The not aplay about homosexuality, about partiront — or any York Fine Arts 
older poet is much more traditional, being gay in the nineteenth century. It Department — will enable or hinder 
and is fascinated by this kind of re- is an element of their relationship, you from getting a job.

just like alcoholism is an element of

Theatre. I had a chance last week to

Arima.
him a better poet.

Josh Mara ns: What is the play 
about? Crimes of the Heart doesn’t have 

a happy ending. But although these 
women’s lives will probably continue 
to be filled with sorrow, you sort of 
know they will always have each 
other.

Each of the sisters is chained down 
emotionally to a man, until finally, 
aiding each other, they find temporary 
escape from the manipulative, male-

A number of people working on the 
show are York Theatre Students or 
Graduates. Does this mean that 
students of the program can look 
forward to a lot of theatre work? See play, relive your first date

THEATREWe have five designers on the show, 
and four of them are graduates or by Julie Cavicchioli

Do you remember when you went on 
a date and thought the person you 
were with was “the right one?” The 
End of Love takes you back to that 
first date when you had butterflies in
your stomach and could hardly focus Simon (Steve Cumyn) and Kyle 
on anything other than the person you (Donaid Carrier) also complement 
were with. each other, one being manly and

The End of Love is an anti-ro- conservative, the other rough and 
mantic play about two sexual orien- boyish. Both couples experience the
talions: gay and straight. It explores pajn ancj ;0y Qf )oving and being in
the need to find and hold on to love. jove

The End ol Love
written by Wanen Sulatydty 

stoning Edward Roy and Blen-Ray Hennessy 
The Theatre Centre 

until Mardi 8
When I audition people, I don’t 

look and say, “Oh, York University! 
Rimbaud, the young poet who is a We must have that person!” If they

are right for the role, if they are talented 
and I see something I think would be 
great to work with, (I would hire 
them). It doesn’t matter if you have 
no experience or a lot of experience.

bellious character.
(Verlaine) decides the only way to their relationship, 

abandon his traditional lifestyle is to 
just travel all around Europe with this rebel, wanted to step outside the so-

The relationships which illustrate 
the two orientations parallel each other 
in terms of love, desire, sex and 
marriage. They illustrate the begin
nings of a relationship, courtship and 
the initial emergence of feelings of 
love and lust.

The two sets of couples who seem 
perfect for each other are treated with 
humour. Lionel (Warren Sulatycky, 
who also wrote the play) is obnox
ious, while Peggy (Ellen-Ray 
Hennesy), his love interest, is incred- atre, you must see Savage Theatre’s 
ibly silly. They’re a perfect match.

The actors’ energy is incredible. 
They manage to arouse our imagina
tion and keep it stimulated from be
ginning to end.

The End of Love shows how won
derful and devastating love can be. It 
reveals how desperately hu man beings 
yearn for love, and how devastating 
the loneliness which accompanies the 
end of a relationship can be.

\ Why was it important to do Total 
Eclipse?

Si
JW It was important because of the mes- 
FE sage. It deals with finding your own 
*1 personal power, being able to say to 
■ yourself that I want to be a poet, and 

Æ I want to live this kind of lifestyle, 
® that I want to be a traditionalist or a 
m non-conformist or whatever you dé
fi cide is what you want to do. You 
* should feel happy about your choices. 
■ [Another reason] is that we M' 
Q have things in our past that ha 

happened to us, and sometimes a lot 
H of those things can be scary enough 
H that we actually want to block itoutof 
g| [our mind]. This play has a very up- 

Andrew Brinks as Paul Verlaine and Theo Ward as Arthur Rimbaud in liftinS message: you can have a very 
Christopher Hampton's Total Eclipse. Accordi ng to director Stafford Arima, the horrible past, but you can still be a 
play is about finding your personal power, «photo by Richard Ambrose very promising adult.

•• i

If you appreciate alternative the-

production of The End of Love.

Excalibur arts 
don,t ask
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ONE STOP SOLUTION
CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

for:
Resumé Preparation 
Term Papers 
Theses
Photocopying

EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING AWARDY

Si
IN THE FACULTY OF PURE AND APPLIED SCIENCEY

Nomination forms for the annual EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING AWARD in 
the Faculty of Pure and Applied Science are available in Room 108 of 
the Steacie Science Building.

The award is open to anyone with a teaching appointment in the 
Faculty of Pure and Applied Science, and includes regular and 
alternate stream faculty, teaching assistants and tutors.

Further details on the criteria for this important award are available in 
108 Steacie.

Fax
Voice Mail
Passport & ID Photos 
Private Mail Box Rentals 
with 24 hr access

A £
STOP I business CENTREONE

Nominations forms together with a covering letter should be submitted 
to the Chair of the nominated individual's department, before MARCH 
31st.

f/ 4140 Steeles Avenue West, Unit 3 
oodbridge, Ontario L4L 4V3 

(4M) 969-8151 • (416) 850-7810 (fax)
W



Political hypocrisy a 
tragedy in Tibet e*

wby Ira Nayman TELEVISION -5rAME .-i-i
SA.W •j-i-

a pretty 
normal fine arts

5AÏ 0 I THEYAmerican foreign policy is driven by 
economic, not moral issues. When

E
Human Edge: A Seng for Tibet 

TV Ontario
Taosday, Mardi 10,10 pm

V.»THE_106investment is threatened by a foreign 
government, that government is de
monized in the (mostly compliant) emotionally manipulative, 
press, as a precursor to political, and 
sometimes military, intervention, personal stories are the historical and 
Conversely, if the US has a good political facts. Buddhism is 
trading relationship with a country, it violent, non-materialistic belief sys- 
is willing to overlook flagrant human tern which acknowledges “the 
rights abuses. ephemeral nature of the material

China’s occupation of Tibet in world.” It is shocking to see Buddhist 
1959 and its on-going, brutal sup- priests being hustled out of a monas- 
pression of the country’s predomi- tery and beaten by Chinese police, 
nantly Buddhist population (over one

s:ON O
WRK *<

But seemlessly woven into the

ÉiS: festivala non-

V' v

if
Even more shocking is the fact 

million people, one seventh of Tibet’s that the Conservative \government
population, have died) is a case in refused to meet with the Dalai Lama, 
point. Despite a policy verging on Tibet’s exiled spiritual leader, or even 
genocide, both the United States and give him security as a world leader 
Canada have given China Most visiting Ottawa. As the documentary .. 
Favoured Trading Nation Status. makes clear, China’s billion person 

“Canada is willing to speak up for market was (and remains) more {in
human rights m those countries where portant than Tibet’s 7 million survi- 
there is no price to pay, claims a vors of occupation. Freedom is “a 
member of the Canada-Tibet Com- losing battle,” one Tibetan says, 
mittee in A Song for Tibet (part of “because nobody really cares what 
TVO’s Human Edge series, Tuesday, happens to Tibetans.”
March 10). The hour-long National Had A Song For Tibet focused on 
Film Board of Canada documentary, the political struggle of the Tibetan 
made with something called DLI people, it would have been a power- 
(Dalai Lama International?), is a well- ful document. It is a sad comment on 
crafted, eloquent plea for action to North American audiences that so 
save the Tibetan people. many people cannot distinguish be-

Much of the documentary is nar- tweenright and wrong ideas, but must
rated by the Canadian teenage be swayed by emotional arguments 
daughter of Tibetans who fled the Either way, A Song For Tibet is a II
Chinese invasion. These scenes, along strong, not always hopeful, statement 
with family reunions, children in a about the hypocrisy of Canadian and 
refugee camp and the like, are a bit American foreign policy.

Put your degree to work
Get on the fast track. Centennial College offers three programs that put your degree to 
work - fast.

-1

Corporate Communication■
Our graduates work as professional writers, editors, information officers and communications 
managers in organizations ranging from charitable groups to multi-national corporations. 
You'll learn how to plan, write and produce brochures, news releases and publications.

Book and Magazine Publishing
••• • 1 • • •. ......... ...... 'mm .

1

11 This unique program, the only one of its kind in Canada, provides you with practical 
experience in Centennial’s own commercial publishing operation, and equips you with the 
skills industry demands. More than 90% of our graduates go on to exciting careers in the 
publishing industry. A one-year fast track format is available for qualified applicants.

S
' ? *5 ■a ill11

i Journalism -11

Tlie young Dalai Lama, the spiritual leader of Tibet. He appears briefly in The 
Human Edge episode A Song for Tibet, which chronicles China's brutal inva
sion and occupation of that small country.

You'll cover real community news and build an extensive portfolio of published work, 
while gaining on-the-job publication experience. And at the same time you'll make 
important industry contacts. A two-year fast track format is available for qualified 
applicants.

u
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Nicer and Smoother
CONCERT

For more information on these and other programs, call (416) 698-4172 
or toll free 1 -800-268-4419by Jason Braithwaite

So I get to the concert and I think to 
myself, “this is going to be hype.”
Why? Well of all the concerts I’ve 
been to this year, this is the first one 
where the stage has been decorated between the two acts. From this point 
with more than just a sign on the on, the show went downhill, 
turntables. A huge painting of Nice 
and Smooth served as a backdrop.
Real nice. It reminded me of the old 
adage, "Don’t judge a book by it’s 
cover. ’’

---------------------- 1
Nice and Smooth 

Die Concert Hail 
Friday, February 14

l Name:________

Mailing Address:I
I

vXW

II
HI

B
ŸxvS:

II

1

I
| Postal Code:

Please send information on these programs:

Throughout the performance 
(which included, “How To Row,” 
“Sometimes I Rhyme Slow,” “Sex, 
Sex, Sex” and the kickin’ “Hip Hop 

n , Junkies”), Nice and Smooth had a
on t get me wrong. Hip hop problem with the mikes. When the 

is s reg ice and Smooth are mikes were working properly, the 
eVCIZ. showmen. But the first music overpowered the vocals. If I 
act, l im Dog, failed to get the crowd didn’t know the words, I wouldn’t 
jumping like say, Fu-Schnickens have known what the hell they were 
(openers for the Leaders of the New saying.
School) did. His show was a bit short 
(almost an opening, opening act). And 
thecrowd wasn’t too familiar with his *8 die only point where I can put 
repertoire, except for the ever popu
lar rap “Fuck Compton.”

After sitting, or rather, standing “ldudes five dancers, four singers 
through Tim Dog, I was ready to see and about five other PeoPle on stage 
Nice and Smooth. I must admit the who nothing but walk around. It 
wait between the showtime printed was 80 confusing at times. I didn’t 
on the ticket and the actual showtime know where Nice and Smooth were ! 
wasn’t too long. Producer Ron Nelson Hopefully, the next time Nice and
deserves the credit. Smooth do a show, they’ll consider

They played some slammin’ jams the dimensions of the stage.

Phone: ( )

I
I
I
I
I
I tfr" M1K 5E9entennial Colle9e' P,°' Box 631> Station A, Scarborough,

400

«My biggest problem with the show CENTENNIAL
COLLEGEblame where it counts, on Nice and 

Smooth. They have an entourage that r:
:*is§



«Blacks devalued by manipulation of images
ANALYSIS^ by Yvonne Vera-Jose *

-« There is nothing as comforting as the photo- | j],e 
e graphic space, or as ideologically charged.
® Film, the continuous photograph, has 

.2 transformed our consciousness of images. By 
^ presenting images as overconstructed, already 
5 defined, film beguiles us into intellectual ac- 
* quiescence. The manipulation of the filmic

> portrayal of Blade people in films not specifically 
about Blacks has an insidious way of promoting 

negative, stereotypical images

1

:

0
In the Caribbean, nowclad in a loose,creamy 

matching outfit, Lecter puts the phone down, 
pulls a hat over his eyes, slips his hands into his 

space is crucial in relation to Africans, a gen- pockets and slides away into perfect anonym- 
eration has derived its image of Africa from ity Wa]king with a new freedom, an aura of 
watching Tarzan. Although today’s films do 
not present a picture as absurd as that, they are 
misleading in a way that may be more perni
cious because it is less obvious.

HU h Î

I■

long-delayed homecoming, he blends with the 
mass of black faces that suddenly overwhelm 
the screen.

%»>

i :
Throughout the film, Clarice’s world is 

contrasted with that of Lecter. She is free while
he is caged, lawful while he is an outcast. The 

In Michael Jackson’s new video. Black or White, world of tuxedos, ceremoniousness, order, re- 
Macaulay Culkin blows his father into space ward, duty and officiousness which forms the 
with an amplified guitar. He lands in Africa, background as Clarice receives Lecter’s final 
still sitting on his sofa. “Africa” is signaled by call contrasts with the Caribbean world Lecter

now inhabits.

Melting faces
i

: 11
lion after lion after lion... Five “Africans” ap
proach with raised shields and spears.

Is this, by any chance, a traditional lion

Andy MacDowell and Gerard Depardieu create their own romantic history in the film Green Card. 
The use of Africa as a running joke in the film is a subtle and insidious method of demeaning Black 
experience and African, history.

dience that shares its myth about Blackness — 
the trait of cannibalism.

Populated by an amorphous black crowd, 
Lecter’s world is depicted as dark and canni
balistic (he salivates self-assuredly after his 
next victim). Lecter is where he belongs. His 
subconscious coincides with a fitting external 
image. The translucence of all previous filmic 
images that dominated the last two hours is 
abandoned, and the film quality dwindles to a 
trembling haze — I mean halt. The smoulder
ing mirage-creating Caribbean sun is an over
reaching metaphor.

hunt?
be “recreated,” and that it is the opposite of 
whatever is whole.

The “hunt” turns into a dance with Jackson, 
dressed in billowing white shirt, appearing amid 
the “Africans,” singing, “It don’t matter if 
you’re Black or White.” Ironically, when two 
babies (White and Black) sit on top of the planet 
later in the video, it is the White child who holds 
the “world” in the palm of his hands.

It appears that all “other” groups are repre
sented through dance (or some other form of 
“primitivity”), while America is represented 
through technology, from the opening sequence failure to shock. The image-maker has antici- 
to a highway scene to the melting faces. In the pated his audience. The final images and con- 
highway scene, an Indian woman enacts a tra- elusion of Silence of the Lambs assume an au- 
ditional dance, along with Jackson, while 
standing on the centre line of a busy road.

The “melting faces” foreground their con
structed status to the point that all pretense is 
finally given up, and we are returned to the 
studio where the manipulations of the images 
we have just witnessed occurs. The harmony of 
the faces is shown to be only a technological 
feat, irrevocably undercutting the song’s mes-

Artificial Africa
The movie Green Card opens with a Black boy Erotic space
frantically beating on a drum. The drumming Perhaps the most persistent image is that of 
takes us through some crowded market scenes, 
then into a cafe called “Africa.” Gerard

Africa as erotic space. Out of Africa and The 
Sheltering Slcy are held as achievements of sen- 

Depardieu marries Andy MacDowell to get a suality; in the movie Sahara, actress Brooke
coveted Green Card, then is explained away for Shields is inspired to a passion as hot as the
much of the film as being in Africa shooting 
elephants.

Shooting elephants?
When Immigration starts to suspect that the exotic landscape. Like Out of Africa, most of

these films sidestep the harsher realities of 
exist, the two accomplices get together-and colonialism.
create, through the manipulation of photo- Reversal of Fortune, a movie whose domi- 
graphic space, an “Africa.” nant theme has nothing to do with Black

Dressed in Khaki safari wear and carrying Americans, still finds it necessary to exploit the
all the paraphernalia of a hunter, Depardieu idea of Blackness. When we first meet lawyer
goes into MacDowell’s greenhouse. They duck Alan Dershowitz, he insists on his commitment
behind leaves and, with the assistance of an

The shocking aspect of this message is its

desert itself.
The main imperative of these films is the 

exploration of White sexuality in a tropical,

“husband” is a fake, and that Africa doesn’t

to two Black clients who face the death penalty 
even though they are innocent.

Other than a single photocopied picture 
seen in the background, however, these Blacks 

Depardieu eventually gets a job in the do not appear in the film. After the first half
“Africa” cafe while in America. When off- hour, this theme is suddenly dropped. If it
screen, he inhabits an imaginary territory (be- couldn’t have been sustained, it should have
cause he never really goes to Africa). He also been omitted,
inhabits another Africa in the greenhouse, an 
Africa further transformed by the instant pho- Awakenings is that of a fat Black woman in a
tograph into a photographic space that Immi- blue dress who is screaming hysterically and
gration officials now witness in the album, and rolling her eyes; unfortunately, this is the only
which we witness through the film camera’s image of a Black person in the film, other than
projected screen image...

Which space does Depardieu really inhabit? for comic effect, while the other patients are
Black or White, Green Card and Silence of used to evoke sentiment and lead us to ponder 

the Lambsx though diverse in their subject questions of existence, 
matter, have each chosen to manipulate the 
image of Africans. Each reduces a complex and narrative and cinematic techniques which un- 
diverse people into a monolith of cannibalism, fairly manipulate the image of “other” groups, 
simplistic animal imagery or other “primitive Sometimes the least obvious films are the most 
urges.” Each reinforces the idea that Africa can exploitive.

rsage.
instant camera, produce pictures intended to 
convince officials that this is Africa. It’s sup
posed to be comedy, but it doesn’t work.

rv. a,
In the sequence of faces, none is of very dark 

skin. Jackson, whose fame partly rests on a 
series of facial and skin transformations, lacks

1

? ,credibility in advocating the idea that colour is fl 
of no consequence. Black or White is a video 1 
which contradicts and denies the truth it pretends ! 
to affirm. %

■ V

One of the most memorable moments in
mmCannibalism

Silence of the Lambs was one of the most talked- 
about films last year. The cannibalistic character
of Dr. Hannibal Lecter fascinated audiences /
with its portrait of an intellectual, civilized

$ a medical attendant. The Black woman is used
European mind gradually overtaken by its dark 
underside. The theme is familiar from Joseph 
Conrad’s Heart of Darkness.

The ending of Silence of the Lambs indicates 
its racist construct. Lecter escapes his cage... 
chews off a policeman’s tongue... borrows his 
skin... and escapes to the Caribbean!

Ron Silver as lawyer Alan Dershowitz in Reversal 
of Fortune. The film starts with a plea for justice 
for Blacks, but the innocent Blacks facing the 
death penalty aren't even seen, only their fear
less white lawyer.

Viewers need to become more conscious of
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"TRAVELCUTS i
► York University, Toronto (416) 661-1393 J 
t 2476 Yonge Street Toronto (416) 322-6623 ^
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is seeking healthy males to participate in an 
ongoing program in sperm cryopreservation 

and therapeutic donor insemination. Accepted 
donors will be compensated for their time.

Those Interested please call
537-6895
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The best from The Joker
by Marcos Parmegkmi JKÆ ■ ■

Ê\Tm B.J B The booklet provided with the CD
In a world where bands come and go The Steve Millar Band gives an extensive history of the band,
faster than your average big ol’ jet The Best of 1968-1973 naming the albums which have been
airliner, the Steve Miller Band’s Cqiitol Retords released since 1967—yet the specific
quarter century of existence qualifies 4---------------------- --------------------- albums each track came from are
its members as significant veterans. first earned the band its fame. mysteriously missing. If the purpose
If you’re into psychedelic-era rock Tunes 1Jke Jo Mexico, ’ 0f a greatest hits album is to provide
and roll, their recent compilation The seriously psychedelic Song for a base from which to indulge in a
Best of 1968-1973 presents a lesser u^,^"cestors and the bluesy “Little band’s music, details like these
known side of the Steve Miller Band 0irl ^play the roots of Miller’s 
that’s well worth discovering.

6

rToronto 
Art Therapy 
Institute

musical influences.
The Toronto Art Therapy Institute and the Institute for Arts and Human 
Development at the Lesley College Graduate School in Cambridge 
Mass, have completed arrangements for a co-operative program of 
studies leading to a masters degree in expressive arts therapies. 
Students and graduates of the Toronto Art Therapy Institute 2 year 
diploma program, are eligible to apply to the Lesley College Masters 
degree program in the Expressive Art Therapies where their graduate- 
level training at the Toronto Art Therapy Institute will be given credit as 
part of the Lesley Masters program.
To complete their Masters degree, students spend two summers at 
Lesley College for 2 five-week periods. If you would like to receive 
further information about this joint effort, please contact our office and 
a staff person will be pleased to talk to you. Tel: 924-6221
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are
essential.

present, more popular music.

spiFP ms mSi
familiarity quickly fades as the com- their era, providing a glimpse of the a refreshing contrast to today’s largely 
pilation brings you the songs which Steve Miller Band’s broad range of prefabricated pop music.

the institute for social research
invites students, faculty and staff to the

Siouxsie decides she loves Toronto
CONCERT

THIRD ANNUAL GOLDFARB LECTURE
An Annual Address About Public Opinion Pollingby Eric Alper

In 1976 in London, singer Susan 
Dallion and drummer Sid Vicious 
began touring as Siouxsie and the 
Banshees. They began as Sex Pistols 
fans; shortly after the band’s forma
tion, Vicious became a Pistol himself. 
Fuck you, he probably said, needle in 
hand.

Siouxsie and the Banshees 
The Concert Hall 

Thursday, February 25
Polls, Pals and Political Parties

joyable part of the evening, which 
should tell you something.

It wasn’t that it was a horrible 
show. It’s just that...man, the band 
looked so old. Where was the young, 
vibrant, “you don’t like it, there’s the 
exit — fuck off’ attitude from 19771 
hear so much of?

In the end, the Banshees outlived 
their fandom and the Pistols, going on 
to spend a few years in the avant- 
punk forefront of British rock. Fuck 
you, Siouxsie might have said, 
swastika armband in hand.

Performing in 1992 at the Concert 
Hall, Siouxsie hasn’t changed. Part 
glam (fetish clothing and fishnet with 
peek-a-boo plastic bra), she is still the 
role model for a thousand bored

Vm,
The first 15 minutes of being 

sandwiched between the stage andHow does a grown man get a name
like Budgie? He joins Siouxsie and *e audience gave me an overwhelm- 
becomes a Banshee. • photo by Eric Alper in§ sense °f fear which I liked.

Kids were being crushed and security 
heard! The Stuff are always fun to see were doing “waterfalls" with plastic 
in concert — they are so attracted to bottles to keep them from dehydrat- 

middle-class girls who want to rebel. North American audiences that we ing.
Supported by the Wonder Stuff, could probably piss on them and When it all settled down, the ex-

this looked to be one of the biggest they’d laugh it off. citement turned into an uninterested
alternative” concerts of the year. So now I’m down in the pit to take response from band and audience. 

Hopefully, it won t, because that’ll pictures for my Excal photographing After the opening instrumental, I took 
mean a long 10 months ahead. debut. Someone offers me $25 for the a spot on the side, watching guitarist

Coming on just before 11 o’clock, press pass I have on my jacket. The Budgie and original member Steve 
The Wonder Stuff heated the crowd girl beside him offers me $50. They Severin pose heavy-metal like onstage 
with their quirky lyrics and guitar both look like Siouxsie, which should while Siouxsie tried to wring any 
riffsintact. Atone point, singer Miles do wonders for their love life. The emotion out of the audience. However, 
Hunt used a megaphone, a la REM’s haggling stops with one dirty look d16 audience was left standing like 
Michael Stipe. As if he needed to be from security. That was the most en- pillars in the rock and roll sands of

time. Cliche city, hunh?
I could write “the audience stared

Senator Keith Davey

Thursday, March 12,1992 
3:30 p.m.

Osgoode Hall, Moot Court, Room 101

For further information, please call 
John Pollard at 736-5061.

w\'i m
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TUESDAY, MARCH 10 & 31 - WORLD CLASS HYPNOTISTat the band the entire night,” but that 
would give the mistaken impression 
they were mystified or enthralled. The 
fact is, they looked bored, like they 
were thinking “I paid $25 for this?”

Neither danceable nor lyrically 
interesting, the Banshees walked 
through the self-indulgent, monoto
nous set like they hated Toronto or 
something. “Take The Money and 
Run” comes to mind, doesn’t it?

“Peek-a-Boo” got people up and 
dancing, as cuts from A Kiss In The 
Dreamhouse and Juju didn’t. Oh well, 
you can’t win them all.

Yes, she did “Kiss Them For Me’ 
and “Fear (Of The Unknown),” both 
off her latest album, Superstition, but 
they sounded remarkably like the 
originals. I think the taped drums and 
background vocals had something to 
do with it. The eerie “Israel” was the 
band’s finest moment. Still, two en
cores and an hour-long set did not 
convey the brooding and fantastical 
world-views the bands’ history would 
lead you to expect.

Siouxsie’s tale on record is a re
markable evolution which serves as a 
reminder that punk was always more 
a question of daring than a set of 
conventions. However, on this night, 
song after song with one or two chirpy 
lines from her were too much to 
handle.

It:

f '.vT LOUCHLIN.k
Dinner & Show $34.95 • Show Only $10

TUESDAY, MARCH 17 - SHOW $10 
MIKE MILLS & THE GREAT AMERICAN HUNKS

SUNDAY, MARCH 22 - #1 BILLBOARD RECORDING ARTIST

CRYSTAL WATERSi
$10 advance • $15 at door

all ages welcome • ID required for alcohol
Tickets are going fast, get yours now!

EVERY WEDNESDAY - MICHAEL WILLIAMS AND "SOUL" 
EVENTS • WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4 "LOVE CONNECTION"

EVERY THURSDAY IN PAPARAZZI - CFNY'S CHRIS SHEPPARD 
EVERY THURSDAY IN WHISPERS - LASER KARAOKE

WIN A 1-DAY TRIP FOR TWO TO ATLANTIC CITY 
$.10 Wings, $1.25 Draft • Both events NO COVER

- «w-
z

For more information on diner/show packages:

Restaurant & 
Nightclub

270 West Beaver Creek Road, Richmond Hill, Ontario

PAPARAZZI
Yes, she spoke to us, and didn’t 

Siouxsie Sioux struts herstuffonastage not entirely unlike the one on which she slag us off either. We’re obviously on 
recently performed in Toronto. The good news was she doesn't seem to hate the ^er good side now. The problem is, 
city any more. The bad news was it didn't help her perfo (416) 886-6239she was more interesting when she 

told us all to fuck right off.
rmance.
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** ALL NEW **
VAN HALEN • LED ZEPPELIN • MADONNA

* Back in Stock *
GUNS 'N' ROSES • RUSH • LED ZEPPEUN

Tuesday & Wednesday 
March 10th A 11th 
ROSS BUILDING

-e
5 The DancEest Young Company, a group of 12 to 18 
E year-olds based in Moncton, New Brunswick, are vis- 

iting York this week. They will rehearse with Danny 
Grossman, then perform in the Burton Auditorium 

5 Fraiday, March 6 at 8 pm. Tickets are $8, $6 for seniors 
• and students. For more information, contact the Dance 

Department, 736-5137.

Saturday, March 7 has been S 
declared A Bronte Day by the w 
Atkinson College Department 
of English, in conjunction with 
the Office of the Master. Three 
talks and a reading will be give 
from 2 to 5 pm in the new 
Harry Crowe Room, Atkinson 
109. From 5 to 7 pm a Bronte 
movie extravaganza will be 
held in the Harry Crowe Room.
A buffet supper with enter
tainment, including Jane 
Urquhart reading from her 
novel Changing Heaven, will 
take place in the Harry Leith 
Room, Atkinson 004a from 
7:30 to 11 pm. Admission is 
free.

exhibition of large format black and white photographs, 
taken all across North America, brings together almost 
two decades of her work. An essay on the artist’s work 
by Montreal art historian and critic Johanne Lamoureux 
will be published in conjunction with the exhibition. For 
more information, call 736-5169.

The IDA Gallery, located in the main lobby of the Fine 
Arts building hosts an exhibition of the work of design 
students from York’s Department of Visual Arts 
until Friday, March 6.

A SCUM (Student Composers of Unpopular Music) 
concert is not a grotesque collection of music and 
musicians, but an exciting assortment of creative people 
performing new music. If you’re interested in non- 
conventional use of sound, strange instrumentations 
and bizarre improvisations, go to Dacary Hall, 050 
McLaughlin College, Thursday, March 5 at 7 pm. For 
more information, call the Department of Music, 736- 
5186.

&

THINK 19 9 2CARLETON
university!
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York University’s acclaimed Wind Symphony will give 

concert on Sunday, March 8 in Dacary Hall at 3 pm. 
Directed by music professor Bram Smith, Jr., the con
cert will include “The Battle Hymn of the Republic,” 
“Variations on a Korean Folk Song,” and works by 
Percy Grainger and Michael Sweeney. Admission is 
free. For more information, call the Music Department 
736-5186.

l
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U

s
The work of Lynne Cohen, one of the leading photog
raphers of her generation, will be displayed in the Art 
Gallery of York University (AG YU) until April 26. The

Ï -jit

Concert calendar

§That’s them in the 
That’s through after five 

albums finally 
came with “Sit 
Down,” a 1989 
song that was re
recorded and re- 
released. After 
headlining last 
year’s Reading 
Festival, it’s time 
to catch up to 
James. Sunday, 
March 8 at the 
Opera House.

m
>1

corner, 
them in the spot
light, losing their 
religion. Trying to 
keep up with the 
concerts? Well, 
you’ve come to the 
right place. This 
weeks’ concert

_J.. •*-
\

\f
For a copy of the 1992 Summer 
Supplement, write the School of 
Continuing Education, Room 302 
Administration Building,
Carlelon University,

Courses in arts, business, social ®t1awa' °nlar'° K1S 5B6 
sciences, science and computer or *®lePhone (613) 788-3500. 
science
Specialized Summer Schools in 
Canadian Studies, Criminal Justice 
and Social Policy, and Political 
Economy.
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calendar has bands 
that guarantee sat
isfaction. CO itv COURSES

In Metro Ottawa on Cable 15 
At a Distance by video cassetteMontreal’s 

Bootsauce is back 
with their second 
long player, en
titled, Bull. This 
band plays each gig 
likeit’sthe last one 
they’ll ever do. Lee’s Palace will be 
jammed March 25 and 26. Tickets 
$13.50. If their perform aces promoting 
the Brown album were any indication, 
don’t wait to buy tickets at the door — 
you’ll be incredibly disappointed.

Vocalist Mike 
Patton may have 
wailed his way 
onto the charts on 
the back of Faith

\

Monlred s Bootsauce strikes a pose laden with attitude. The band plays 
each gig like it was their last, which, given the way bands mutate these 
days, isn t totally unlikely, so get your tickets early.

advance, $15.00 at the door.
* *No More’s “Epic” 

single, but his heart appears to be in 
thrall to his other band, Mr. Bungle. The 

He has been called America’s best young Californians are a frightening mixture 
white blues guitarist, a powerful title °f George Clinton’s P-Funk, Bad 
considering he’s an albino. It’s Johnny Brains’ hardcore, and post logical 
Winter, “alive and well” and still play- sic, never remaining faithful to any one 
ing “nothin’ but the blues.” He’ll be for long enough to be fully pinned down.

vN°^1f™ ABB^uy:

Britain’s Lush. Their ever-expanding 
portfolio of excitable live reviews and 
enthusatic audience of Stone Roses

*are
%

fc.(

mu-

fcüi'yijElectric guitars, tone-altering hardware,

$22.50. $15 advance, $18 at the door.

LSAT
GMAT

Pearl Jam’s concert on April 4, has 
been changed from The Opera House toPink Floyd, Max Q and Jethro Tull are

EESES §E§EE E5EE5EHoiwe, 735 Queen Street East. $13^50

founders of Seattle’s Long Hair Club 
for Men. These guys are also clients,” 
says Spin Magazine. $11.50 advance, 
$13.00 at the door. GLASSES NOW

ATI Warner recording artist Jim Carroll 
I will do his stuff with Groovy Religion, 
I Saturday March 21 at the El Mocombo, 
ï 464 Spadina Avenue. Literary and rock 
} figure Carroll brings his debut spoken- 
j word album Praying Mantis to Tor- 
I onto. Recorded live at St. Mary’s 
I Church, the birthplace of New York’s 
! poetry scene, it is part confessional, 

part stand-up routine, part hologram of 
the poet’s soul. $10.00 advance, $ 11.00 
at the door.
With a rumoured half a million dollars 
spent on their latest album, My Bloody 
Valentine comes to North America to 
hopefully recoup some of it. A glorious 
review in Rolling Stone and N.M.E. and 
a devoted following make the band

m

YORKr
iü

Take KAPLAN or take your chances.|

LIVE CLASSES, HOMESTUDY MATERIALS, 
SUPPLEMENTARY AUDIO CASSETTES.

OPEN DAYS, EVENINGS & WEEKENDS

F
CALL 967-4733

fKAPLAN
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER 

OF CANADA LTD.

from tbe left). ^Wre üS™w *eade's in tbe alternative scene Mon-

me longest hair. ______ ' T nave day,March9attheOperaHouse.Tickets
are $13.50.
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MEMBERS OFTHE1991-92 VOLLEYBALL YEOWOMEN SQUAD pose with their latest trophy, teammate Bente Rasmussen and coach Merv Mosher. Van Soelen and Craig were named to 
courtesy ot a decisive 3-set victory over UofT in the final of the Ontario championships last the tournament All-Star team while Guay walked away with tournament Most Valuable 
weekend. From left to right, Mary van Soelen, Amanda Agnew, Cheryl Guay, Sue LeSage, Player honours. Kendra Irwin was named the OWIAA East divsion rookie of the 
Vicki Gallagher, Kendra Irwin, Linda Garrat and Sue Craig. Missing from the photo is photo by Midi* Boesenw

by Riccardo Sala

ii «#it

year.

out with the authority of a Hemingway sets 15-7, 15-8. 
on a manual typewriter.

V-/ ^Iki ; IIXLOIIt was the third and deciding set 
York’s championship-winning that showed York’s true mettle. The 

storybook, then the volleyball performance capped off an almost Yeowomen played catchup for most 
Yeowomen’s successful defence of

If their season was like a well-ordered

perfect weekend for the Yeo women, of the game, falling behind four points 
On Friday, York defeated Guelph at one time. That augured good for

Interuniversity Athletic Association 3-0 in the quarterfinals. the big crowd on hand, largely made

On Saturday, the Yeo women up of Toronto boosters who cheered 
worked themselves up to a two-game their team’s every move, 
lead in the semifinals against the Ot- At around the ten point mark, the 
tawa Gee-Gees, 15-3, 15-2. In the Yeo women moved into high gear,

m third set, York toyed with Ottawa steamrolling to a 15-13 victory to
— before delivering the coup de grace, a take the set, match and their third

15-8 victory that decided the match, straight OWIAA championship.
That victory advanced York to the 

Sunday final against the Blues, who 
arrived there with a three-set win over

their Ontario Women’s

9

fir lM m
ill

i m

revieyf^protiles * rontings • schedules IIndividual honours for York fol
lowed, including the selection of Mary 
van Soelen and captain Susan Craig 
to the tournament All-Star team.

Sênk
S*8’title was the exclamation mark at the 

end of the story — a three-set win McMaster, 
over University of Toronto in 
Sunday s gold medal match, stamped jn good form, winning the first two

The Y eowomen started off the final
Yeowoman Cheryl Guay was 

chosen the tournament’s Most Valu
able Player.

Toronto coach Kristine Drakich 
spoke about the Sunday loss after
wards.

B-ball Yeomen out of title 
hunt after loss to Laurentian

-,

«“In the first and second games we 
(UofT) couldn’t do much after eight 

lowed by teammate Clive Anderson Points- In the third game we had it but
we made a couple of unforced errors,” 
Drakich said.

lWm u

by Riccardo Sala
Damage was a four-letter word spelled with 25 and Mark Bellai with 20. 
Hahn as the basketball Yeomen lost «The toughest assignment of the 
yy-91 at Laurentian to a Voyageur night went to guard Marc Gardner, 
squad led by brothers Norm and Brad whose job it was to shadow Norm afterwards. 
Hahn.

m,York coach Merv Mosher spoke

II
Hahn. Despite the Voyageur’s ace 
showing on the backboard, Bain felt 

tano University Athletic Association that Gardner performed well under 
Central division semi-final also ended 
the season for York.

“We played well in the first two w 
games, not letting UofT get started. " 
Then UofT picked up a notch and we 
relaxed a bit. We were worried in that

The Friday night loss in the On- ip;
« 'mmmmrn|

-U-:
Mrthe circumstances.

“We played pretty well but the “So that’s the season,” Bain mused, third set, especially because we didn’t
two Hahn brothers, Norm and Brad, ^hile York sank towards the end have any subs’ ly*osher said- SUE LESAGE watches as a York teammate goes for a UofT ball enroute to
played very well. Between them they ot the year, the Yeomen still finished (One York player missing from their 3-set victory over the Blues for the OWIAA title. The Yeowomen 
had eight 3-pointers (in the firsthalf)," Wldl a 9-6 regular season record, a the lineup was Kendra Irwin, the will have little time for celebration as they prepare to host the CIAU
York coach Bob Bain said Sunday. considerable improvement over last OWIAA East division rookie of the championships at Tait in one week's time photo by Mkhafe Boesenw

The Yeomen fell behind as much year’s below .500 finish. year, injured in practice Wednesday.) Smart money, which had been
as 20 points during the game. Bain is confident about next year. Mosher also noted that court per- predictably correct over the weekend,

We came back fighting, within York ace Clive Anderson is the only ception affected York’s performance had foreseen a Y ork-UofT showdown
four points, but we missed some Yeoman the team is losing to eligibil- in the third set, York serving in the in the finals, with York favoured to
layups, some uncontested shots at the ity, so Bain is looking forward to a direction of the stands instead of be- take it all.
end of regulation time,” Bain said. largely returning squad with one more ing able to use the wall as a visual Derbies between the two clubs

York centre Lyndon Philip had a year of experience under its belt, and reference point as they had in the
good game, netting 29 points, fol- hopefully a shot at the Central title.

HP! ♦ hsr

of the stick on all but one occasion.
The volleyball Yeowomen have 

added another banner to the wall space 
atTaitMcKenzie. In two weeks time, 
the Yeowomen will be back on
homecourt as they host the CIAU 

over the regular season had seen National volleyball championships 
Toronto come out on the wrong end the weekend of March 13-15.second set.
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2 Pats at home for OUAA championship r
SUMMER JOBS va

NOW INTERVIEWING FOR 
CAMP STAFF POSITIONS£ hyJaAlaèfei

2; Lesser teams might have collapsed an apparent goal that would have given delicious stroke of irony, the Patriotes 
V under the pressure. the Patriotes a commanding 5-3 lead will be hosting the game, which will
-5 This weekend, however, one game with seven minutes to go was called determine bragging rights for the very 
5 away from elimination, the UQTR back by referee Ralph Sparks, who leaguewhich turfed them out fornext 
ï (Université de Quebec a Trois claimed he’d blown the whistle be- season.
» Rivieres) Patriotes thumped the Uni- fore the puck entered the net. After the Ontario contest, which
S k"!? °f TOî°,T.B ! yu 3 <?m" Sparks’ however- was about *** functions-as essentially an exhibition 
2 hf1!? xVt4 ^tak® ^1,651 only one in attendance who actually match (both division champions

^ 2 \ u- hear<l016 WhisUe (if U W3S blOWn at qualify for the Canadian champion-
With the senes victory for the all). At least one reporter present was ships) it’s off to ^ Nationars -92

Patnotcs comes a berth in the national disgusted, if not surprised, by the call, tournament, where the Patriotes hope 
toumammt and a chance to defend In fairness, though, the Patriotes towintheirsecondconsecutiveCIAU 
ÜieirCIAUtitletheweekendofMarch played nowhere near their capacity in title and third national crown ever.
14 and 15. the first game. In front of over 2,000

The Patriotes’ home-ice victories screaming partisan fans in Trois 
this weekend came on the heels of a Rivieres, however, they looked much and 016 final can be bought through 
heartbreaking double overtime 5-4 more like defending national champs, the Nationals ’92 hotline at 872-5000

Next up for the Patriotes is a one The semifinals take place the after- 
In the matchup Thursday, the Blues game matchup with OUAA West noon of Saturday March 14, while 

came back from a 4-2 third period champions the Laurier Golden Hawks Sunday’s final faces off at 1:00 pm..

deficit for the electrifying win. Still, for the league championship. In a

Group Counsellors, Swim Director, Swim Staff,
Unit Heads, Groundskeepers 

Also
Activity Specialists in Crafts, Dance, Pottery, 

Photography, Computers, Riding, Woodwork (Hand 
X. Tools), Farm Animals, Gymnastics, Camp Shows, 1 

Orienteering, Overnights, Copper Enamelling, Sports.
“For the Best Summer of Your Life"
ESTABLISHED IN 1966

GREEN ACRES DAY CAMP
70 acre country setting in Markham

Daily transportation to camp is provided from 
the following areas — Toronto, North York, 

Markham, Richmond Hill, Aurora, Newmarket, 
Thornhill and Scarborough.

For an interview appointment call:
887-1500 Weekdays 9 to 5

Tickets for both semifinal matches

loss at Varsity arena last Thursday.
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EUROPEAN COMMUNITY: 
TODAY AND TOMORROWim : ic

mmrva* ■Hi:
; |ml A PROGRAM IN ENGLISH 

AT THE INSTITUT D'ETUDES POLITIQUES
i WM

m* 1 B

June 11- July 23,1992 
in Paris, France

L

m
Focusing on Europe through a multidisciplinary approach 
(political, managerial and technological), this Program enables 
students from North American universities to understand the 
meaning and impact of European integration.

A PROGRAM FOR:
Graduate Students 

Post Graduates
in the fields of Business, Engineering, Law 
Political Science and International Affairs

:
: ■

weekend at Windsor pha«o by Rob Cafard

Yeomen strong, women iffy heading into Ontario finals THE INSTITUT D'ETUDES POLITIQUES is on of France's 
most prestigious schools of Higher Education, where the 
Country's elite has been trained for over a century.

A SIX WEEK INTENSIVE SEMINAR ON EUROPEAN 
ISSUES: European structures, Management and Technology 
understood in the context of 1992's unification goals and the 
long term goals laid out at Maastricht.

THE PROGRAM COMBINES lectures, round table 
discussions, tutorials, small group work, case studies and field 
trips to selected firms and industries. It is taught by a faculty 
composed of academics and experts from the E.C. and the 
professional world.

by Rkcordo Sola Vickie Croley said. point. Windsor is untouchable, but
Rightnext door to the Motor City, the The Yeomen meanwhile are we do have the talent and the depth to 
University of Windsor will be hosting lookjn8 forward to improving on last beatUofT. It’s just going to depend 
another group of motors when the y63^’8 results. on individual performances, plus our
provincial track and field champion- “The men’s championship will be relays are going to have to come up 
ships take place there this weekend, between Windsor, UofT and us at this big,” Croley added.

Hoop-o-Thon at Tait raises money 
• for Huntington disease research

For York, the story there will be as 
it has been all season—a men’s team
capable of moving past University of 
Toronto for a second place finish 
while the Yeowomen will have to 
content themselves with a young team Spatial to Excaliour
that will likely not equal last year’s Toronto high school students put their Takingtheoveralltitleontheboy’s
silver medal at the championships. basketball savvy to work at Tait side was Brian Heany from St.

Those year long results were McKenzie for a higher cause last Michael’s College School, who suc-
echoed in the last meet of the regular Saturday, taking part in the second cessfully shot in 117 baskets in five
season, the Last Chance Qualifiers, annual Metro Toronto Hoop-a-Thon minutes.

to fight Huntington Disease. In the girl’s competition the top
Huntington disease is a hereditary scorer was Sacred Heart’s Kelly 

brain disorder affecting one in one Bolland.
thousand Canadians. It is a degen- Angelo Arciero, a Downsview 
erative disease which over the course Secondary school student, won a 
of 10-25 years leads to total inca- MIPPS computer for his fundraising 

VrAf-v’c rvxi.r. \i/ ^ , pacitation and eventually death. There effort, which netted $350 on behalf of
vault uith P®ug W<*^on 1116 P°le is no cure for Huntington’s and no Huntington disease research, 
vault with a mark of 5.50m. effective treatment.

their schools at York.

•WITH THE ACTIVE PARTICIPATION OF INTERNATIONAL 
COMPANIES: Aérospatiale Crédit Lyonnais, Elf-Aquitaine, 
Eurogroup Consultants, Geo-Alsthom, Groupe Schneider, 
LVMH, SNCF and SNECMA.

last Friday at UofT. •WITH THE UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO OBTAIN A PAID 
NTERNSHIP OR LONG TERM EMPLOYMENTThe Yeoman 4x200m relay team 

finishedfirst. In the 300mrace, York’s 
Kevin Benner was third, while 
teammate Corey Burnett won the 
600m event.

THE COST IS $3800 AND INCLUDES tuition and class room 
materials, housing, meals (breakfast and lunch) and field trips 
expenses for the duration of the Program.

:INANCIAL AID is available when appropriately justified..

For further information write to or call collect::

Leslie Hawkes 
(33)0)45 49 50 67/64

E.cys.p.

The top fundraising school was 
The Saturday basketball event is Martingrove Collegiate Institute, 

Angie Coon finished third in the 60m one way that the Huntington Society which raised $2400. 
hurdles. of Canada is trying to raise awareness The adults hit the courts in the

In the women’s section, York’s

No Yeomen or Yeowomen not for its cause. afternoon. Teams of five players each 
Students were selected from 55 shot for two minutes. A team from 

schools, representing nine Metro area Tridel raised over $2800 in that event 
Going into Windsor, the boards of education. These repre- through pledges, winning the first 

Yeowomen are the fifth ranked On- sentatives made it to the Saturday prize of a Skybox date to see the Blue 
tario team, behind Windsor, Western, mcet after b®in8 selected last fall and Jays.
UofT and Queen’s. earlier in the winter.

already qualified for the Nationals 
did so at UofT.

IEP
27, rue St. Guillaume 

75341 -Paris cedex 07 France
Special thanks goes to A1 Scragg, 

The top male and female scorer assistant coach of the Yeowoman“We’re (the Yeowomen) hoping , ...
to beat Queen’s and finish fourth from each school was chosen, as well basketball team, for his help Satur-
That’srealistic,” York assistant coach as ** top fundraisers, to represent day.

Early decision deadline: February 20,1992 
Final Deadline: April 15,1992



Anderson leaving with Osgoode degree, basketball memories under belt

Bidding adieu to a great university career |
—..... g0(Xj ethic, you will find you sional career in basketball was for

can become successful at anything.” me. I know my limitations. I mean I g 
Deeply committed to his family, it have some skills and all, but I know E 

is not surprising that such values have plenty of players, guys who didn’t j| 
emanated from within the home. make it, who are more talented than I ~

“My mother has been a driving am. I’m grateful for having had the »j 
force behind everything I’ve done,” chance to play, because I love the • 
Anderson says. “I strive to succeed game, but it’s time to get on with what 
knowing she has put a lot into what I I want to do.” 
am today. I couldn’t afford to let her All that appears left for Anderson 
or my family down.” to do now is to shake a few hands and

A graduate of Westhumber Colle- wish friends and teammates alike a 
giate in Rexdale, Anderson arrived in fond farewell.
Canada from his native Jamaica when “I’ve had some great times here at
he was 11, one of nine brothers and York. I’ve made some lasting 
sisters. He took up basketball at 14. friendships as well as having enjoyed 

Given that Anderson’s academic the guys I’ve played with. I’m still 
and athletic achievements are excep- going to come out and check out 
tional, they are not out of the ordinary some of their games. I want to wish 
at York. He is among a large number everyone the very best, not so much 
of York students, past and present, jn basketball, but in life,” Anderson 
who have excelled combining both sajd. 
studies and varsity sports. Unfor
tunately, the student-athlete label is 
still often misjudged.

“People are surprised at times 
when an athlete can combine the 
academics and the athletics and be 
good at both of them. You know, 
stereotypical jocks don’t have any 
marks, they only come and play sports 
and don’t get a degree after their four 
or five years. It’s ridiculous to as
sume that until you know the people 
involved in those activities,” Ander
son said.

Aside from the occasional game 
of pickup, there will be no future in 
basketball for Anderson. Rather, he 
envisions himself one day working 
for the United Nations while con
tinuing his pursuit of higher educa
tion.

a-
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by Mike Roycraft
The 1991-92 school year should be 
one to remember for York basketball 
ace Clive Anderson.

Not only is the diligent student 
athlete weeks away from completing 
a degree in law at Osgoode, but with 
his CIAU eligibility expired, he will 
have worn a Yeoman basketball jer
sey for the last time.

Though soon to be departing with 
diploma in hand and sneakers hung 
up, Anderson does not bid adieu to 
York University without first having 
left his mark.

On the court his exploits for the 
past two seasons speak for themselves: 
twice a first team Ontario University 
Athletic Association All-Star, a career 
high 46 points earlier this season 
against UofT, York’s leading 
rebounder this year, and one of the 
OUAA’s top scorers for the past two 
seasons.

In the classroom it’s been a similar 
story — maybe even a better one.

While it is more than likely he will 
be remembered first for his athletic 
feats, Anderson has no illusions as to 
why he has attended York.

“I’m not a basketball player, I’m a 
student who plays some basketball,”
Anderson says.

“As a player I do alright, some 
games yes, some games no, but I’m a 
student first and then I’ll go out and 
play. I enjoy that and to me that’s 
where it ends.”

Anderson continues to drive to
wards academic excellence. By studying there. Besides these two
passing his forthcoming bar exams he languages (his french assisted by a ethic from one thing to the next. It

add his law degree to a list of year of study in the south of France), you apply the same work ethic to, say,
honours that include being named Anderson also has a working knowl- studying and basketball, and if it’s a
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The York ace will be leaving a 
team he has confidence in — espe
cially with the recent performance of 
first-year players Marc Gardner, 
Lyndon Philips and Wilton Hall. Hall, 
a York guard, was named the OUAA 
Central division rookie of the year.

“It was absolutely wonderful, just 
seeing them come in and taking 
charge,” Anderson said.

With this group, and others who 
should be joining the team next year, 
Anderson feels that Y ork • vill be able 
to improve on this season, one which 
was ended only recently with a loss to 
Laurentian in the Central division 
semifinals.

“If York fans could have seen that 
last game, they would’ve have been 
proud. We played our guts out. We 
didn’t want to lose, but we played 
hard, we played well,” Anderson said.

!

;

CLIVE ANDERSON is leaving some pretty big shoes to fjll on the Yeoman

new crop of York players, such as Wilton Hally OUAA s Central rookie of 
the year, as well as Marc Gardner and Lyndon Philips will more than hold 
their own and contribute a good part to any future York success photo 
by Michele Boesener
1989 Acadia University student of edge of German and Chinese, 
the year — the same year he was 
named to the Atlantic University success to mere talent. He says he 
Athletic Association All-Star team.

But Anderson doesn’t attribute his

relies on commitment and a strong
In Halifax, Anderson majored in work ethic.

French and did a double minor in 
Spanish and Political Science while I do, but I will work hard. You know,

we don’t have to change our work

“I may not be the best at everything
«*

“I feel as if I’ve set my goals 
realistically, never thinking a profes-

can

For grads 
on the way up,

the Apple Macintosh PowerBook 100
is marked 
way down.

$1,799
Offer expires March $1. 1992

Ask your campus dealer about student pricing.

Student Pricing.
Even better yet, until March 31, it’s specially 

priced to fit your pocket.
You’ll see the Macintosh PowerBook 100 

advertised to the general public for a low 
$1,799.* But Authorized Apple Canada Campus 
Dealers offer student pricing.

To find out how easily you as a student can 
afford a new Macintosh PowerBook 100...
See your Apple Canada Campus Dealer today.

Power to go...far.
No matter where your new career takes you, 

you can take along the power to be your best 
with the Apple® Macintosh™ PowerBook™ 100.

It’s been called the best designed notebook 
in the industry. It runs Macintosh software. It 
runs MS-DOS® software.** It has a backlit 
supertwist display and 2MB of memory, plus a 
big 20MB hard disk drive. Yet it weighs a mere 
5.1 pounds, and fits in a briefcase or a knapsack.
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DIVORCE,THROUGH professionally done on WordPerfect 6.1. 
Reasonable rates. Call Bayla 731-5038.

GOING
SEPARATION or BREAK UP? Need a
friend? Call Violet at 665-5701.

York. 304-3445 Elaine.

♦
HELP WANTEDAMUNE TICKET

IN BUSINESS FOR YOURSELF-Full or part- 
time, no investment required. Ground floor 
opportunity leading to financial freedom. For 
details call Glynn 424-1025.

CALGARY-TORONTO RETURN - Female, 
March 6-13. $360. or best otter. Call 463- 

CH 6207.

20% Commission PROFESSIONAL WORDPROCESSINQ - 
WP5.1 Essays, letters, resumes, business 
documents, etc. Scarborough location. Please 
call Yvonne at 431-1834.

BISEXUAL, LESBIAN AND GAY PEER 
SUPPORT GROUP. Discrete and confidential. 
Addressing personal issue. Tuesdays 5-7 pm, 
315C Student Centre. Any hesitations call 
Doug 736-2100 ext 20404.

Excalibur needs ad salespeople

ANNOUNCEMENTS If you-need to earn extra money 
come and see Merle 

Room 420 Student Centre

SUMMER JOBS
AVAILABLE IN CENTRAL TORONTO: 

Student Works Painting
FAST, ACCURATE, WORDPERFECT 5.1
Wordprocessing of your thesis, resume, 
essay, short story, mail merge...Call Jackie at 
223-8217

-5 THE YORK UNIVERSITY MACEDONIAN 
5 STUDENTS ASSOCIATION will be holding a 
E membership meeting March 16, 1-5 p.m. 
5 Room 307 Student Centre. All Macedonians 

tg are encouraged to join. Membership is tree.

YORK CATHOLIC COMMUNITY invites all to 
take part In our programs. Please stop by our 
office in Ste. 453 of the Student Centre. 
Phone 736-5360

TIME IS VALUABLE-DO YOU HAVE TIME 
TO GIVE? It you can spare a tew hours over 
the lunch period, we need volunteers to deliver 
Meals on Wheels to Seniors. A gas allowance 
is also available. Please call Downsview 
Services to Seniors at 740-5170 and speak to 
Petra.

Painters $7.60-$0.00/hr; Crew Chiefs $8.60- 
$10/hour. Painting experience not required. 
Call Simon at (416) 650-6354. Some said 
Van Gogh was crazy, but he started this way, 
and if he was alive, he'd be rich.

WORDPROCESSING: Essays, theses, 
reports, resumes using WordPerfect. Laser 
printing, various fonts and sizes. 
Yonge/lawrence area. Student rates. Call 
Fairlawri Wordpro 482-7015, fax: 482-5232.

ARE YOU TRYING TO COMPLETE A 
UNIVERSITY PROGRAM? Are you having 
difficulty because of long-term mental health 
problems that are interfering with your 
studies? Please call Enid at the Counselling 
and Development Centre on campus. For 
more Information about York's Support 
Network. 736-5207. Strictly confidential and 
no charge.

2 CHRONIC FATIGUE SYNDROME/MYALGtC 
ENCEPHALOMYELITIS 
SUFFERERS-Hundreds of volunteers needed 
to participate In research surveys. York 
University. Phone 466-0613 or drop in Room 
311 B.S.B., Wed/Thurs.

SUMMER CAMP JOBS (Laurentians near 
Montreal): DRAMA DIRECTOR to organize 
Broadway-style musicals, Instructors lor Arts, 
Pottery. Silk-Screening, Kayaking, Canoeing, 
Gymnastics, Archery, Swimming, Tennis, plus 
Keyboardist to accompany musicals. June 23- 
August 13. Please send brief resume to 
Pripstein's Camp, 5253 Decarie #333, 
Montreal, PQ H3W 3C3, (514) 481-1875.

STUDENT WORKS-Summer jobs in 
Georgetown! Crew chiefs and painters 
needed. $7-0/hour. Contact Richard (416) 
846-5067 or (416) 873-0525.

WORDPROCESSING - WPS.1, Essays, 
theses, resumes, cover letters, etc. Fast, 
accurate. Resonable rates. Call Penny or Tony 
at 601-7707.IS YOU LIFE A MESS AND YOU DON'T 

KNOW WHY? Do you have problems with 
relationships? Drugs or alcohol? Gaps in your 
memory? Are you self-destructive? LIFE CAN 
BE BETTER! It is posèible you were sexually 
abused. It you want to talk or Just listen 
Tuesdays at 5 pm Women's Centre, 328 
Student Centre, ext. 33484, starting February 
11,1002.

WORDPROCESSING (WordPerfect) -
Typing resumes, essays, theses, etc. Reliable, 
accurate and fast. Same day or overnight 
service available. Steeles A Bathurst. Please 
call 731-4168.

PARTICIPANTS NEEDED Study evaluating 
medication in treatment of vaginal yeast 
infections. Medication provided free, 
participants paid $75 (tor 3 visits). Yeast Study 
tel. 260-5068 (Scarborough).

PEN FRIENDS - Over 280,000 members in 
186 countries. For more information, send 
sell-addressed stamped envelope to: 
International Pen Friends, P.O. Box 37031, 
Wilbwdale, Ontario M2M 4J8.

TREEPLANTERS WANTED FOR 
TREEPLANTING IN ALBERTA - Start date: 
May 1, 1002. Pay: $.0-$.11. Camp Cost: $16 
20. Quest Reforestation Inc. (715) 741-4704. NEED YOUR ESSAYS TYPED? Fast and 

reliable wordprocessing service. Low rates. 
Pick up and delivery available. Call Sidra 736 
0061.

STUDENTS NEEDED IMMEDI- 
ATELY-Dynamic and hardworking students 
needed now for summer STUDENT WORKS 
PAINTING positions! Excellent wages, and 
work available-NOW! Scarborough, Chris 286 
1646.

BIKING IN PORTUGAL
INCOME TAX PREPARATIONTEEN SUICIDE-Telephone Interviews 

requested with males/temales who attempted 
suicide in their teens lor a sociology thesis. 
Please call 421-1354. If no answer, please 
leave number on answering machine. Will 
return call as soon as possible. Please dont 
delay. I want to know your story. Confidentiality 
assured.

DO YOU HAVE ANY EXPERIENCE 
CYCLING IN EUROPE? We're planning to go 
in May, and we'd like to talk to anyone who's 
travelled or lived In Portugal. We’re also 
looking to borrow some equipment (panniers, 
etc.) or maybe advice on what to get. Going to 
Sevilla too. Please call Ed or Mel at 322-0440 
Obrigada/o.

HOWARD HALPERN
Chartered Accountant NATSTAR TYPING A WORDPROCESSING 

SERVICE - Resumes, Essays, Theses, 
Manuscripts, Newsletters, Reports. SPECIAL 
STUDENT RATES AND RUSH SERVICE 
AVAILABLE. For information call: Mary Ann 
Knetsch 660-4187.

1901 PERSONAL TAX RETURN SERVICEESL VOLUNTEER NEEDED-Volunleer 
needed to tutor adults once or twice a week 
Oam-1:30pm or 1:30pm-4:30pm. Teaching and 
ESL bactyround an asset. West end of City of

Evening and weekend appointments available

7367997 (bus) 738-5885 (res)
Free initial consultation FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS. Essays. 

Resumes, etc. Secretary with 10 years 
experience. Fast and Accurate. $1.50 per 
page, Resumes $10.00 and up. (Keele/Finch) 
663-2530.

NEED YOUR INCOME TAX RETURN DONE?
4th year CA student with own bookkeeping 
and tax business will prepare return and all 
related schedules on laser printer at special 
student rates. Call Mark 730-1171 (days) or 
660-0101 (nights.

Jewish National Fund of Toronto 
Presents

UP TO 50% OFF 
ESSAY PROCESSINGLT. COL. PROFESSIONAL TAX PREPARATION -

Prepared over the phone to save you time. 
Convenient campus pick ups Student rates tor 
all returns, $15.00. Call Karen at 665-0832 or 
727-5099

First 5 pages tree 
on any essay over 10 pages 

or 50% oft any under 10 pagesOLLIE NORTH CECPERSONAL COUNSELLINGS»

PERSONAL COUNSELLING in a caring, 
confidential setting Extended health care 
benefits provide excellent coverage lor many 
York University Employees. Dr. Ellen 
Greenberg, Registered Psychologist, 961- 
3683

744-7319
Only one offer per person
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WORDPROCESSING BY BETH—Fast, 
accurate, professional typing WordPerfect 
5.1 RUSH PAPERS AT NO EXTRA COST!
Same day/overnight service Proofreading, 
editing, writing assistance, and pick 
up/delivery available. 744-2188 anytime.

SERVICES

HE WORD PROCESSING/LASER PRINTING-
Essays, Resumes, Theses. WordPerfect, 
typeset appearance at a low cost. 
Legal/Executive Secretary tor 15 years Work 
guaranteed when promised. Call Linda at 
745-0470.

;W"•I Be..:
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mmk TUTORING« . #

1 I WANT A FIRST CLASS GRADE?
Professional writer, experienced teacher, 
Social Science graduate will provide expert 
tutoring, editing and writing instruction. Seven 
years ol experience. Call James 489-6851

WORDPROCESSING ON CAMPUS-Fast and 
perfect. Will proofread and spell check. Call 
739-6168

*
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& NEED RUSH TYPING/WP? No time to do it 

yourself? I type 10 pages/hour. Free 
proofreading. While-u-wait service/photocopier 
available. Marian at 841-7120.

■
-1

TUTORIAL SERVICES
Accounting, Intermediate Accounting, Auditing, 
Taxation. I WILL HELP YOU understand the 
course material. Learn the accounting 
teachniques. (416) 508-0469 Richmond Hill.

Beginning

i -K
t ESSAYS, LETTERS, REPORTS, RESUMES

and all other Word Processing jobsi X
m

»
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- msk The North York Parks and Recreation Department has a 

part-time position available immediately at the Driftwood 
Community Centre for a

JAZZ DANCE INSTRUCTOR
To plan, organize and conduct dance classes on Fridays, 
4:30 - 6:30 p.m., for children 6-12 years of age.

Qualifications:
• Current technical and practical training at an 

advanced level
• Experience in jazz dance instruction
• Experience in dealing with children

Wage: $10.00 - $15.00 per hour

For more information or to submit an application, call 665-3012.

ISRAEL UNDER FIRE
The Startling Truth Revealed

»

•Israel ^ JP 
•Washington 

•U.S. Foreign Policy •Hostages 
•Missiles «Iran 
•Anti-Semitism! i

i

PARKS & RECREATION DEPARTMENT
LOCATION: Shaarei Shomayim Synagogue 470 Glencairn Ave. 

DATE: Wed, March ll, 1992 at 8 p.m.
CALL: 872-1 1 1 1 Tickets available through Ticketmaster 

S18.00 General $36 Prime (No reserved seating) NorthYork


